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Abstract 

Timed and hybrid automata are models designed for deocribing rcal-time or hybrid systems. 
Both models are wide-spread and arC widely accepted. Process algebras are often used to study 
fuudamental concepts of processes and their behaviours. In this paper, we discuss translations 
from timed automata and hybrid automata to process terms in the process algebra f1.CRL~. These 
translations provide directions for extending timed process algebras to cope with hybrid systems. 

1 Introduction 

Timed and hybrid automata (see [3, 17, 13]) are widely accepted and used formal models for describing 
timed and mixed discrete-continuous systems. These models are in essence purely semantical models. 
Various classes of automata have been identified that allow for automated answering of questions 
about their behaviour. The results thereof have led to the development of various tools (see e.g. 
HvTECH [14], UPPAAL [20, 21]) that efficiently can check propert.ies of a syst.em. 

Procest> algebras have been introduced to study the theory and the fundamental concepts of pro
ces:;cs, nOll-determinism, concurrency and behavioural equivalences. 1V10reover) process algehras are 
\videly used for studying and performing algebraic verifications. rVlany variants of process algebras 
have been developed, e.g. CCS [23]' CSP [18] and ACP [5]. Wit.hout a means of expressing timing 
dependencies, their expressiveness is limited. However, many different timed extensions of process 
algebras have been proposed. 

The process algebra used in this paper is I,CRLi, which is a minor extension of I'CRL, [11]. Data 
is an integral part of pCRL t , allowing to express both timing and data dependencies in a single 
formalism. 

In this paper we provide and investigate the translation of arbit.rary timed and hybrid automata to 
process terms in ji,CRLt . The need for such a translation is to provide an intuition on the relation 
between the t.heories of process algebra and timed and hybrid automata. Moreover, this translation 
may provide a sound basis for extending existing tool-support for JtCRL to cope with time in an 
efficient manner. Although J.LCRL t was not developed and intended to be used in the context of 
hybrid systems, several case studies have already been conducted in this area using pCRL t (see e.g. 
[12,26]). Until now, this has been done on an ad-hoc basis. Therefore, an investigation of the concepts 
of the well-established model of a hybrid automaton provides a solid basis for further investigation!-:l 
into process algebras and their extensions that deal with continuous processes. This has revealed 
au unexpected difference between JlCRL t and the model of a hybrid automaton. Equivalence in 
terms of bisimulation defined for the model of a hybrid automaton is more discriminat.ive than the 
st.andard notion of bisimulation of two timed process terms. Ho\\!evcr, classes of hybrid automata can 
be identified for which both notions of bisimulation are equally discriminative. 
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The timed and hybrid automata discussed in this paper are based on [3, 17J ilnd [13J. However, 
we will not use their standard semantics, but a slight variation thereof. The reason for doing so is 
explained in section 3. This alteration immediately introduces the need to also discuss a variant of 
l.leRL t., i.e. p.CRLr However, the results obtained in this paper straightfonvardly carryover to the 
standard semantics. 

Providing a translation of timed Or hybrid automata to process terms is not straightfonvard. The 
operational semantics of timed and hybrid automata is defined in terms of two-phase transition sys
tems, employing a notion of relative time. At the other end of the spectrum, I-lCRL t is based OIl a 
time-stamped transition system, employing a notion of absolute time. In this paper, we have chosen 
to reformulate the standard semantics of timed and hybrid automata and our variations thereof to 
equivalent absolute time, time-stamped transition systems. This is motivated by the large number 
of rules for the operational semantics of J.LCRL t , in contrast to the' small number of rules for the 
semantics of timed and hybrid automata. 

This paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic notions of the timed transition 
systems that are used in this paper. In section 3, both the model of a timed automaton and a 
hybrid automaton are introduced. We provide both a two-phase semantics of these models and a 
time-stamped semantics and relate them. In section 4, we give a short overview of the process algebra 
p.CR.L;. Section 5 subsequently shows how we can interpret arbitrary timed and hybrid automata in 
this process algebra, and we show that these interpretations are sound. A discussion on the obtained 
results can be found in section 6. 

2 Preliminaries 

Section 2.1 introduces the notion of labelled transition .system.s and defines a suitable equivalence 
relation on labelled transition systems. Subsequently, we discuss two different extensions of labelled 
transition systems with a notion of time in section 2.2. 

2.1 Labelled Transition Systems 

The conceptual model for the behaviour of processes used in this paper is that of labelled transition 
systems. A labelled transition system can be seen as a graph, connecting nodes via edges. This graph 
denotes the dynamic behaviour of a system, e.g. its causal relations and its moments of choice. The 
edges of a labelled transition system are decorated with elements from a label-set, representing the 
execution of an action. The nodes represent the states of a given system. A labelled transition system 
is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.1 (Labelled Transition System). 
A labelled transition system X is a tuple (S, So, E, ---+), where 

• S is a (possibly infinite) set of states, 

• Sa ~ S is the set of initial states, 

• E is the set of labels, 

• ---+~ S x E x S is the transition function. 

" Instead of writing (s, a, s') E---+, we will write s ---+ Sf. 

NIany notions of equivalence on labelled transition systems have been defined; here, we use the notion 
of strong bisimulation. Strong bisimulatioll formalises the notion of two adversaries countering each 
other's every move, and hence provides a very intuitive notion of equivalence. 
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Definition 2.2 (Strong Bisimulation). 
Let X = (5, So, I;, ---+) and Y = (L, La, r, ---+) be two labelled transition systems. A bisimulation 

relation R ~ S x L is a binary relation, such that the initial states are related: 

• for a11Zo E L O, there exists an SO E So) such that [0 R ..,0. 

• for aU ..,0 E SO 1 there exists an [0 E LO, such that 1° R ..,0, 

1'v10reover, both s:ystems should be able to mimic each others behaviours: 

for each .< E S and I E L, if sR I and 

" " • .'j --+ ..,' then there exists an {' E L, such that l --+ [' and 8' R 1': 

'Y I I 'Y I I I • l --+ l then there exists an s E S, such that s ----+ s and,~ R I . 

In case such a relation R exists, we write R: X ++ Y, and we say X and Yare strongly hisimilar. 

In practice, labelled transition systems are not used to model complex systems. However, due to their 
intuitiveness, the model is often used as the underlying model for high-level formalisms. 

2.2 Timed Transition Systems 

Labelled transition systems are intuitive models when time does not playa crucial role in a system's 
behaviour. However, the need for models of real-time systems is steadily increasing. Hence, there 
is an apparent need for incorporating a notion of time in t.he model of a labelled transition systems. 
This extension can be done in more than one way. In this paper, \ve will discuss both the models of 
two-phase transition systems and tirne-8tmnped transition systems. 

The model of two-phase transition systems is probably one of the most accepted extensions of 
labelled transition systems. The pa~sagc of time is modelled as an explicit transition. Often, the 
label set. is extended with a set representing time. The labels ill the transition relation then either 
represent the passage of time, or the execution of an action. However, here we introduce a special 
labelled transition relation to denote the passage of time. This is clone to make a clear separation 
between the execution of actions and the passage of time. 

Definition 2.3 (Two-Phase Transition System). 
A two-phase transition system X is a tuple (S, SO 1 E, ll, -------t1 f-----t), where 

• S is a set of states, 

• SO ~ S is the set of initial states, 

• ~ is a set of labels, representing actions, 

• II is a set representing the time domain, 

• -----t~ S x E x S is the set of action transitions, 

• f-----t~ S x 11' x S is the set of time t.ransitions. 

Instead of writing (s, CJ, 81
) E-------t, we write 8 ~ .'/, and instea.d of writ.ing (8, t, Sl) Ef-----t, we write 

.S~S'. 
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The interpretation of a transition 8 ~ ,<;' is dependent on the notion of time we work in. If we use 

relative time, i.e. when we measure time from the start of the current state, the transition s ~ ..,' 
denotes the passage of t time-units, thereby changing the system's state from s to s'. \Vhen we use 

ab.'wlute time, i.e. when we measure time from the start of the system, the transition 8 ~ 8' denotes 
a change of state .'; to 8' at time t. Using absolute time: the current time is often encoded in the state 
of the system. This is not needed when we use relative time. 

Equality on the level of two-phase transitioll systems is defined by means of timed. strong bisimula
tion. Timed strong bisimuiatioll is a straightforward extension of the notion of strong bisimulatioIl, ill 
which two adversaries not only counter each other's every action, but they also should counter each 
other's every time-step. 

Definition 2.4 (Timed Strong Bisimuiation). 
Let X = (5,50 , L, 11; ----+, I---t) and Y = (L, L O, r, 1[', ----+, I---t) be two two-phase transition systems. 

A bisimulation relation R ~ 5 x L is a binary relatioIl, such that the initial states arc related: 

• For each state SO E So, there should exist a state 10 E LO such that sO RIo, 

• For each state 10 E LO
, there should exist a state SO E SO such that sO RIO 

Nloreover, both systems should be able to mimic each other's behaviours: 

for each s E S and I E L, if sRI and 

" " • If s ----+ 8', then there exists [' E L, such that I ----+ [' and 8' R [', 

" " • If l --t [', then there exists 8 E 5; such that .<; --t 8' and 8' R I', 

• If 8 ~ 8', then there exists I' E L, such that 1 ~ [' and 8' R l', 

• If 1 ~ l', then there exists .'i E 5, such that s ~ 8' and 8' R I'. 

In case such a relation R. exists, we write R: X f-t ~ Y, and we say .X and Yare timed strongly 
bisimilar. 

Opposed to considering the passage of time as a special kind of action for which one can define 
transitions, the model of time-stamped transition systems models passage of time as a property of a 
state. This mea.ns that for all states in the system, it must be expressed uIlt,il which time the system 
can stay in this state. This has two consequences; instead of taking a time-transitioll to a. new statc, 
the state will remain the same until an action is executed. Second, it must be explicitly mentioned 
when the action is executed. A time-stamped transition systems is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.5 (Time-stamped Transition $ystem). 
A time-stamped transition system X is a tuple (S, So, I;, 11', --'t,U), where 

• 5 is a set of states, 

• 50 is the set of initial states, 

• L: is the set of labels, representing actions, 

• 1r is a set representing; the time domain, 

• --t~ 5 x (L: x 'IT') x 5 is the transition relation, 
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• U <:: S x 'If is the delay predicate. 

u 
Instead of writing (s, (a, t), 8') E--+, we write S ---7/. ,./. Instead of writing (8, t) E U we write U, (8). 

The iuterpretation of the passage of time and the time-stamps OIl the action-transitions is again de
pendent on the setting of time we work in. 'Vhen we work using relative time; the predicate Ut.(s) 
expreS.':ies that the system can idle for t time-units in state s, where time is measured entering in 

" state s. 'Vhenever we write s --+t 8') this must be interpreted that \vhen the system is in state 8, 

it can execute an action a at exactly t time-units from entering state s and move to state 8'. These 
interpretations change slightly when we work \Ising absolute time. The predicate U, (s) then expresses 
that the system can idle at least until time t (measured from the start of the system) when the system 

" is in state 8. The transition s -------71. ,<;', t.hen expresses that when the system is in state .'i, it can execute 
all action a at absolute time t and subsequently move to state s'. Using absolute time, the notion of 
the current time is often encoded in the state. 

The notion of equality on time-stamped transition systems we \vill \vork with is called timed bisim
nlation. A formal definition of timed bisimulation can be fonnd below. 

Definition 2.6 (Timed Bisimulation). 
Let X = (S,So,E,'If,-+,U) and X = (£,£o,r,'If,-+,U) he two timed transition systems. A 

bisimulation relation R ~ 5 x L is a. binary (symmetric) relation, sHch that the initial states are 
related: 

• For each state sO E So, there exists a state IO E LO such that sO RIo) 

• For each state LO E L O, there exists a state sO E 5° such that SO Rlo. 

:rvloreover, both systems should be able to mimic each other's behaviours: 

for each t E 'lI', s E S and I E L, if sR land 

" a 
• If 8 -------71. s' then there exists an I' E L, such that I -------7t I' and .. / R l', 

7 , 
• If l -------71 l' then there exists an s E 5, such that 8 -------7t, s' and 8' R l', 

• U,(s) iff U,(l). 

III case ~uch a relation R exists, we write R: X ++ t Y1 and we say X and Yare timed bisimilar. 

In the suo sequent sections, we use both the two-phase transition system model and the model of 
time-stamped transition systems when providing a semantics to a high-level formalism. From now 
on, we will assume a fixed set 'lI' as an abstract representation of the set of non-negative real numbers 
(JH:;>o) wit.h 0 as it.s least element.. 

3 Timed and Hybrid Automata 

Time-stamped transition systems and two-phase transition systems are very intuitive, yet they are 
hardly applicable when modelling (real) real-time systems. However) as a basis for interpreting high
level formalisms, these models are often employed. 

In t.his section, the focus is OIl Timed Automata (3, 17] and Hybrid Automata [13]. Since their 
introduction, these formalisms have become rather popular. This popularity is partly explained by 
the availability of tool-support for performing automatic verifications and validat.ions on models. 
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In section 3.1, discusses t.he standard two-phase semantics of a t.imed automaton, and a minor 
adjustment thereof. In this paper we use this latter semantics. The reaSOn for doing so is explained in 
section 3.1. Furthermore, we relate our two-phase semantics to an nquivalent time-stamped semantics 
for timed automat.a. 

Section 3.2 introduces hybrid automata and its two-phase semantics. For the reasons discussed 
above, we do not consider its standard semantics but a slight variation thereof. 1vloreover, we provide 
a time-stamped semantics of a hybrid automaton, and show how this semantics is related to the 
two-phase semantics discussed in t.his paper. 

The reason for giving both a t\'m-phase semantics and a time-stamped semantics for timed anrl 
hybrid automata is to allow for a smooth translation from timed automata and hybrid automata to 
peRL;. The translation is discussed in section 5. 

It must be noted that all results in this and subsequent sections remain valid when we consider 
the standard two-phase semantics of timed and hybrid automata, instead of the variation discussed 
in this paper. 

3.1 Timed Automata 

The formalism of timed automata was first introduced by AIm and Dill in [3]. Its definition provides 
a simple anrl general way for annotating state-transition graphs with timing constraints using; finitely 
many real-valued clock variables. Various extensions of this formalism have been defined, most notably 
an extension with invariants (see e.g. Timed Safety Automata [17]). In this paper, we ,\Till discllss 
timed automata and hybrid automata extended with a more generalised notion of invariants. 

In a timed automaton, timing constraints are t.ypicaUy modelled using a notion of clocks. The timing 
constraints are restricted to predicates over these clocks) and hence are called clock const'mints. 

Definition 3.1 (Clocks, Valuations and Clock Constraints). 
A clock is a variable that can assume values in the set of non-negative real numbers) represented 

by the set T. Henceforth, we will assume a (finite) set of clocks C. 

A clock constraint is a conjunction of atomic constraintsj each of these atomic constrains compares 
clock values with time constants. Clock constraints are thus timing constraints on one or more clocks. 
Formally, the set <J>(C) of clock constmints <P is defined by the grammar 

Here) Cl, C2 are clocks in the set C 1 V is a constant in 'II' and '""-'E {<) ::; 1 >, 2:}. 

A valuatioll, or interpretation of clocks assigns a nOll-negative real value to the clocks) i.e. a valuation 
is a mapping 1) : C --"> T, such that for every dock C E C l~(C) E T. The set of all valuations for clocks 
is denoted V. 

Satisfaction of a clock constraint in a valuation f) is defined inductively by a set of rules (where 
again -E {<,:S, >, ~}) (see Table 1). If, for a given valuat.ion 1) a dock constraint <p is satisfied, we 
write iJ F 'P. When a clock constraint <p is not satisfied, we write iJ IF <po 

iJ(c) - 11 

19FC-1I 

(iJ(C1) -1~(C2)) -11 

1) F (C1 - C2) - 11 

(8(C1) + 1)(c,)) - 11 

1) F= (C1 + (2) - 11 

8 F= <PI 1~ F= <P2 

iJ F <pj /\ <p, 

Table 1: Deduction Rules for Clock Constmints 
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We allow ourselves to write a, x F <p when we have both a F <p and X F <p. Whenever we want to 
reset a subset A of the set of all clocks C, we use the notation a[A := OJ, meaning that for all c E A we 
have 11[A := OJ(c) = 0 and for all c E C \ A we have a[A := O](c) = 11(c). 

Of tell, the COllstant.s to which clocks are compared are non-negative rationals. R.estricting comparison 
of clocks \vith non-negative rationals only, allows for dccidabilit,y results (sec e.g. [3]). If decidability 
is not an issue, no restrictions are necessary. In this paper, we assume clocks can be compared with 
any element in the set of non-negative real numbers. A desirable property of clock constraints is the 
interpolation property. 

Property ,9.1 (Interpolation). 
Let iJ be a valuation for the clocks in C and let rp be a clock constraint in ip (C). Suppose we have 

{) pc 'P and we have, for some d 2: 0, f) + d F tp. Then, the interpolation property says that we also 
have (-11 + ri') F <p for' ILny 0 ~ d' ~ d. 

ReuU},rk 3.1. here, we consider constants also as fu.nctionSi hence, the addition in 19 +d is the addition 
as defined on functions, i.e. for all c E C we have (a + d)(c) = 1'I(c) + il. 

A formal definition of a timed automaton is provided by Def. 3.2. 

Definition 3.2 (Timed Automaton). 
A timed automaton X is a tuple (L,LO,~,C,t,E),where 

• L is a finite set of locations, 

• L O ~ L is a set of initial locations, 

• E is a finite set of labels, 

• C is a finite set of clocks, 

• I.: L --t p(C) is a mapping that labels each location I ill L with some clock constraint in P(C), 

• E c:; L x E x p(C) X 2C x L is a set of switches. 

rJ,'P,>' 
We write I --+ l' for (l,(7,<p,A,I') E E. 

Conceptually, a timed automaton is a graph, where a node is called a location and each edge is 
called a switch. Like two-phase transition systems or time-stamped transition systems, edges are 

rJ,'P,>' 
decorated with additional information. The intuition behind a. switch l ~ if is that whenever the 
dock constraint 'P is valid, the action a is enabled, and upon execution of the action the clocks in the 
set .\ are simultaneously reset to 7.:ero. The clock constraint cp is often referred to as the jump condition. 

As already mentioned in the Leginning of this section, various definitions of timed automata exist 
(e.g. [3, 17, 25]). The definition of timed automata presented in this section is closely related to 
Timed Safety Automata (17]. A difference is that we do not restrict our clocks to be past closed. Past 
closeciness is the property that if a clock constraint cp is valid at a certain point in time, it iH also valid 
for all points prior to that time. 

A formal interpretation, or semantics, of timed automata is presented in DeL 3.3. There, a transla
tion of a timed automaton to a two-phase transition system is given. Instead of the standard relative 
time interpretation, an absolute time semantics is provided. 

In order to uniquely represent the states of the two-phase transition systems, both the location of 
the timed antomaton and the valuation for the clocks are encoded ill the state. A third parameter 
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is necessary to register the global time; this clock can be thought of as a clock which is reset only 
at the start of the syotem. Note that this third parameter can be omitted in case of a relat.ive time 
interpretation. 

Definition 3.3 (Two-Pha.se Semantics of Timed Automata). 
Let. X = (£, LO

, 2:., C, /." E) be a timed automaton. The semant,ics of X is given by the two-phase 
labelled transition system X' = (L x V x 11, LO x {ti~} x {O},~, 11, -+, -+), where ti~ (e) = 0 for all 
c E C. The relations -+ and >--+ are defined as the least relations satisfying the rules of Table 2. 

tI, tI + (n - t) 1= ,(I) t::; n 

(I, tI, t) H (I, tI + (n - t), n) 

U,rp,>. 
i --+ i' tll= 'P tll= 'CI) 11' = tI['\ := OJ iF 1= ,Ci') 

" (l,tI,t) -+ (1',tI',t) 

Table 2: Rules f01' the Two-Phase Semantics 

The state-space of XS consists of the set of states that can be reached from the initial states. 

Remark 8.2. The interpretation given here allows for multiple events in zero time. Not all -interpre
tatiolls allow for so-called urgent actions. Most notably, the original definition of Aim' and Dill [3] 
requires the passage of time between two subsequent action transitions. 

In this paper, we deviate slightly from the standard semantics for timed automata as given above. 
This is done for two reasons. First, the notion of an invariant (e.g. as used in [6, 19]) is better served 
this way. Invariants arc intended as properties of a system that are invariably true during' state
changes, and moreover, invariants are assullled to hold initially. \Vhenever an invariant is violated, 
this means the system has not been specified consistently. The standard semantics of timed automata 
uses invariants to "remove)) erroneous behaviours in a specification, i.e. inconsistencies ill specifications 
can thus go by unnoticed (see e.g. example 3.1). Second, the alternative semant.ics supports a more 
state-oriented way of reasoning; about timed and hybrid automata. This is useful when modelling 

complex systems. 
The alternat.ive semant.ics differs from the standard semantics in the omission of a "look-ahead" 

premise (Le. the premise 1?1 F [,(II) for action transitions). In the standard semantics, t.his premise is 
needed to ensure no transitions are taken to states that violate their invariant upon arrival. Omitting 
this premise introduces the notion of a deadlocked state, i.e. a state in which no time can pass, nor 
actions can be executed. This alternative semantics, employed in this paper is formalised by Dcf. 3.4. 

Definition 3.4 (Alternative Two-Phase Semantics of Timed Automata). 
Let X = (L, £0: 2:., C, [" E) be a timed automaton. The semantics of X is given by the t\vo-phase 

labelled transition system X' = (L x V x 11, LO x {tlo} x {O},~, 11, -+, >--+), where oo(e) = 0 for all 
c E C. The relations --+ and 1-----+ are defined as the least relations satisfying the 1"ules depicted in 
Table 3. 

The state-space of XS consists of the set of states that can be reached from t.he initial states. 

Remm'k 3.3. Wheneve'f" we refer to the two-phase semantics of fL timed automaton X as defined 
according to Table 8) we will w1'ite X s . 

The int.erpretation of a timed automaton changes accordingly. This difference in interpretations is 
exemplified in Example 3.1. 
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1),17 + (n - f) Fe /,(1) f < n 

(1,1), f) c-"-; (I,1? + ('U - f), 11,) 

(T,!.p ,>.. 
I --+ I' 17 Fe 'P 17 Fe 1,(1) 17' =D['\ := 01 

" (I,l),t) --t (/',O',f) 

Table 3: Rules faT the Alternative Two-Phase Serrwntir.s 

Example 3.1. Let ~y be a three-state timed automaton with t\VO clocks (see Fig. 1). Transitions 
can be made within 5 seconds starting from state R to either state Q or state S. The system arrives 
a,t, state S) by performing a shutdown. Whenever the global clock Y is at most 50 seconds, there is 
still a possibility of rebooting the system, while after 50 seconds, the system cannot be restarted and 
forever :Changsll. 

Q 
o en shutclown 

X:S 5 close 

Figure 1: Limited-lifespan system 

III the above example, the standard semantics induces a transition system that causes the system not 
to shut-dowll, once the system's internal clock has been funning for more than 50 seconds. Using the 
standard semantics, one can prove the formula D(slmtdown => (<)rehoot». Hence, this system must 

be interpreted as a system that can always be rehooted. 
The semantics employed in this paper still allows a system to shut-down, but not restart once the 

system's internal clock has been running for more than 50 seconds. Hence, the temporal formula 
D(shutdown =? (OreGoot)) no longer holds. 

In order to be able to make a comparison between different interpretations of automata, a notion of 
equivalence is needed. In this paper, we discriminate timed automata using either timed bisimulation 
or timed strong bisimulation, depending on the interpretation. For the two-phase transition system 
interpretation, this is formalised in Def. 3.5. 

Bisimulation is not the only means of discriminating betweell timed automata. Other notions of 
equivalence are also possible [8], e.g. isomorphism, symbolic bisimulation, trace equivalence, etc. In 
this paper we will restrict ourselves to t,he notion of bisimulation. This is done since bisimulation is 
the most discriminating notion of equivalence that differentiates two timed automata on the basis of 
their behaviour instead of on their syntax. 

Definition 3.5 (T,vo-pilase Equivalence of Timed Automata). 
Let Xl and X 2 be two timed automata, and let Xf and Xl be the intcrpretations of Xl a.nd X 2 in 

terms of two-phase transition systems. \Ve will consider Xl and X 2 two-phase equiva.lent, denoted by 
X =1, X 2 iff t.here exists a relation R, such that R: Xl f-t ~,XJ. 

A consequencc of this definition is that whencver two timed aut.omata are t.wo-phase cquiva.lent, time
stamps of related states are equivalent. This is formalised in lcmma 3.1. 
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LeIllIlla 3.1 (SynchronisatioIl 011 Time-stamps). 
Let Xl = (L 1 ) L? , ~ J 1 /, 1, E1 ) and X 2 = (L21 L~, ~2' 1-2, E2) be two arbitrary timed automata, sHch 

that Xl =~ .X2. Let R be such that R: "Yf H tXl'. Then, for each state (l,1?,t) of Xi' and (s:X:u) of 
~YJ: 

(I, {J, t) R (s, x,n) ""u = t 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the rules of the transition system. o 

In this paper, \ve relate both timed and hybrid automata on the semanticallevel \vith p,CRL;; hencc, 
we need to provide a semantics for all formalisms, all formulated in terms of one semantical model. 
Since timed and hybrid automata are based on two-phase transition systems and I-lCRL~ is based on 
a time-stamped transition system, an alternative semantics for either timed and hybrid automata or 
pCRL; must be provided. The easiest way is to formulate au equivalent time-stamped scmantics of a 
timed automaton. Alternatively, the semantics of t-tCRL; can be rewritten to a two-phase semantici:l. 
This, however, is considered to be quite a laborious task, since the semantics of J-I;CRL~ is rather 
extensive. 

Definition 3.6 (Time-Stamped ScmllJltics of Timed Automata). 
Let X = (L, LO, L, C, I"~ E) be a timed automaton. The semantics of X is given by the time-stamped 

transition system X" = (L x V x 1I',Lo x {{Jo} x {O},~, 11', ---+,U), where {Jo(c) = 0, for all c E C. The 
relations ---+ and U are defined as the least relations satisfying the rules of Table 4. 

Uu(l, fJ, t) u':S u 

iJ",(I,{J,t) 

{J,11 + (u - t) F 1(1) t::; u. 

u,,(I, {J, t) 

cr,<.p,A 
I ----) I' {J, {J + (u. - t) F ,(I) {J + (u. - t) F cpO' = ({J + (u - t))['\ := 0] t::; u 

" (1,{J,t) ---+u (1',{J',1l) 

Table 4: Rules for the Tim.e-Stam.ped Transition System Semantics 

The state-space of X' consists of the set of states that can be reached from the initial states. 

Remark 3.4. Whenever we refer to the time-stamped semantics of a timed automaton X! we will 
write XS. 

\\Then we need to prove properties over the delay predicate, we need to make case distinctions to which 
of the two delay predicate rules hold. Lemma 3.2, however, states that we only need to consider one 
of both rules to prove a property_ 

Lemma 3.2 (Uppe,- Bound). 
Let X be a timed automaton and let (1,11, t) be a state in X". Then the following property holds: 

Proof. The implication from left to right. follows immediately from the rules of the delay predicate, 
so we need only to prove the reverse implication. Assume Vtt<t liu(l, fJ: t) and suppose -Ut(l, rJ, t). 
Given ~Ut(l, {J, t), we know that 0 f'c '(I). Hence, it cannot be the case that U,' (I, {J, t) for some t' 2: t. 
Therefore, it cannot be the case that Uo(l, iJ, t). Hence, our assumption must be wrong and thus 
U,(I, {J, t) holds. 0 
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The notion of whcn two timed automata are equivalent is dependent on the underlying transition 
system. A sllitable equivalence between timed automata, based on a time-stamped semantics, is 
(i"fined in Del'. 3.7. 

Definition 3.7 (Time-stamped Equivalence of Timed Al1tom<-!,ta). 
Let -'Y J and X 2 be two timed automata: and .. X! and xI the interpretations of Xl and X 2 in terms 

of time-stamped transition systcms. The timed automata Xl and ~Y2 are considered time-stamped 
equivalent, denoted by Xl ::::: X2 iff there exists a relation R, snch that R: Xr f-+ tXI. 

This notion of time-stamped equivalence induces the property that whenever two states of a system 
are bisimilar, the time-stamps of these states are equivalent. This is expressed in Lcmma 3.3. 

Lemma 3.3 (Synchronisation on Time-stamps). 
Let Xl = (Ll,L?,~l,Ll,El) and X 2 = (L2,L~,~2,L2,B2) bc two arbitrary timed automata, such 

that Xl == X,. Let R be such that R: xl B ,XI. Then, for each state (I,,'},t) of xf and (s,X,u) of 
~Yf, 

(l,l~,t) R (s,X,u) ~,,= t 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the rules of the transitioll system. o 

Thus far, we have introduced three different interpretations of the behaviour of a timed automaton. 
Two of these (DeL 3.3 and 3.4) are based OIl a two-phase transition system while the other is based 
on a time-stamped transit,ion system. However, the two kinds of equivalences that. have been defined 
t.urn out to he equally discriminative, as is formalised in Theorem 3.1. This means that it does not 
matter which underlying model for defining the semantics is used. Note that equivalence based on 
the st.andard semant.ics is different, as is already exemplified by Example 3.1. 

Theorem 3.1 (Corresponding Interpretations). 
Let ~Yl and X 2 be two timed automata. vVc have the following equivalence: 

Proof. If R : Xf B ~XJ, then it is not hard to check that also R : Xf B ,xI. 
If R: ~Yf f-+ tXI, t.hen also RI : Xl H tXfJ where 
R' = RU {((l,r'! +ci,t+d),(s,x+d,r+d))I(I,,'},t)R(05,x,r) II U,+,,(l, r'!,t) II O:S d} 
It is easy to check that RI is a bisimulation relat.ion. o 

Timed automata are very useful for modelling real-time behaviour of simple components. However, 
la.rge syst.ems, composed of several components are still very hard to model. 

Various ways exist to overcome this problem. The standard way is to introduce auxiliary operators 
defining some form of composition (e.g. alternative composition or sequential composition). Since 
timed a.utomata are often used in the realm of communicating or syncJl1'O'nising systems, there is an 
apparent need for expressing parallelism. 

Parallel composition is considered to be an auxiliary operator, i.e. every occurrence of parallelism 
in a model can be removed. The rules for removing parallelism are presented in Def. 3.8. 

Definition 3.8 (Synchronisation). 
Let. Xl = <Ll,L?'~l,CI,I'l,El) and X 2 = <L2,L~,'E;2,C2,1'2,E2) he t.imed automat.a, such that. 

C] n C, =~. The parallel composition of Xl and X" denoted by X,II,X, is the timed automaton 
(L] x L 2, L7 x L~, L:l U L:" Cl U C" t, E), where 1.(1, oS) = I"~ (I) II 1.,(05) ilnd the set of transitions E is 
defined as t.he least relation satisfying the rilles of Table 5. 
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a,rp,).. a ,'ljJ,H. 
l ---+ [' S ---+ s' 

a,rp,).. 
i ---+ i' (J E ~, \ ~, 

17,1/;,,,., 
8 ---+ .,' (J E ~, \ ~ , 

a,rp,).. 

(i,.') ---+ (i',s) 
a,1/;,fi: 

(i, s) ---+ (I, ,') 

Table 5: Rule", for Synchronisation 

The parallel operator models blocking synchmnisation on shared labels, Le. for all shared actions a; a 
component can execute action a only if the other component(s) can also do so. The parallel operator 
in some sense combines the encapsulation of actions with the execution of actions. The semantics of 
the parallel operator are given only in terms of time-stamped transition systems. 

Definition 3.9 (Semantics of Synchronisation). 
Let Xl = (LI' L~ : ~l) CI , (, I , E 1 ) and X 2 = (£2, L~, ~2' C2 , 1-2, E2 ) be timed automata. The semantics 

of X,II,X, is given by the time-stamped transition system (Xrll,X,)' = ((L, x V x 'Ir) X (L, x V x 
'Ir), (L7 x {1'!0} x {O}) x (L8 x {xo} x {O}), ~, U ~" 'Ir, -+,U), where 1'!o(c,) = 0 and Xo{c;,) = 0 for 
all c, E C, and c, E C,. For all states (i,1'!,t) E XI and (s,X,u) E XI, the set of transit.ions -+ and 
the predicate U are defined as the least relat.ions satisfying the rules of Table 6. 

" 

U,.(I, 1'!, t) U,.(s, x, u) 

U,((l, 1'!, t)II,(8, X, u)) 

(1,1'!,t)-+,.(I',1'!',1·) U,(s,X,U) (JE~'\~2 utt<'r 

(I, 1'!, t)II,(s, x, u) -,,-+,. (i', 1'!', r)II,(s, x, u) 

("x,u)-"-+,(s',x',r) U,(1,19,t) aE~,\~, utt<,. 

" (1,11, t)II,(s, x, u) -+,. (i, 1'!, t)II,(s', X', 1') 

a 
("',x,v,) --+]" (S',X',T) 

a 
(1,·a,t)II,(s,x,n) -+, (I',19',1')II,(s',x', 1') 

Table 6: Rules for' the Synchronisation Operator' 

Remar'k 3.5. Note that we write u t t:; T when we mean u:S rand t :S r. 

The rules of Table 5 define how parallel composition can be eliminated using the transition relations of 
two timed automata. The semantics of synchronisation is defined in Def. 3.9 in terms of t.ime-stamped 
transition systems. Hence, the rules defined hy Def. 3.8 should be sound and complete with rcspect 
to the rules defined hy DeL 3.9. This is expressed by Theorem 3.2. 

Theorem 3.2 (Soundness and Completeness of SYl1cilTOnisation). 
Let .XI and X:.! be tim cd automata. Let ~Y-{ be the interpretation of Xl and Xl be the interpretation 

of X 2 and (X,II.,X2 ), be the int.erpretation of X,II,X2 . Then, there exists a bisimulation R, such that 
R : (Xr II,X,)' +7 I X! II, XI-
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Proof. Let Xl = (LI,L?,:E1,C1,!'1,E1) and X 2 = (L2,Lg,:E2,C2,1_2:E2) be timed automata. Then, 
for each I E £j, s E £2, iJ, X E V, t, u E 'JI', the relation R is defined as the set 

R {((1,19,t)II,(s,x,t), ((I,s),iJUx,t))) 
U {((l,19,t)II,(."x,u), ((I,s),DU(X+t-ll),t)) I" <; tAx 1= "2(S)} 
U {((l,iJ,t)II,(s,x,u), ((l,.,),(19+11-t)UX,t)) It<;uA191=11(l)} 

It. is easy to check that R is a timed bisimulation relation such t.hat R : (X1 11,X2 )' B t Xf II, XI. 
o 

3,2 Hybrid Automata 

Hybrid Automata have first been proposed in [2J. A hybrid automaton is a formal model for a mixed 
discrete-cont.inuous system, and can be seen as a generalisation of a t.imed automaton, in which clocks 
are no longer constrained to progress at a fixed ratc. Typical examples of mixed discrete-continuous 
systems are digital controllers of analog plants. 

In continuous systems, continuons variables are used to model the essential dynamics of the system. 
Dy means of constraints on these continuous variables, e.g. inequalities, the systems behaviour is 
modelled. This way of modelling the dynamics of the continuous part of a system has becn adopted 
by the model of hybrid automata. Constraints over continuous variables are henceforth referred to as 
'oariable constraints. 1\10reover, constraints over the first derivatives of continuous variables are called 
flow constrnints. 

Definition 3.10 (Variable Constraints, Flow Constraints and Reset Constraints). 
A continuous variable is a variable that can assume any value in the set of real numbers and is 

thought to change continuously in time. Henceforth, we will assume a (finite) set. of continuous vari
ables V. 

A snapshot. valuation of continuous variables assigns a real vaine to cont.inuous variables, i.e. a 
valuation is a mapping iJ : V --+ iR:, sudl that for every variable v E V, iJ(v) E iR:. The set of all 
snapshot. valua.tions is denoted by V. A valuation of continuous variables is an infinite set of snapshot 
valuations, described by a (partial) mapping J : 'JI' --+ V --+ iR:. 

A variable constraint is a predicate on a set of continuous va.riables. Variable constraints compare 
cOlltinuous variables with values from the set of real numbers lFk or with other continuous variables. 
For a set. V of continuous variables, the set q,(V) is the set of variable constraints. 

A valuation f satisfies a variable constraint 'P, denoted by f 1= 'P, iff for all c E dom(J) and all 
continuous variables v E V, the closed predicate 'P[J(c)(v)/v] holds on t.he real-line. Whenever J does 
not satisfy a variable constraint 'P, we write J ~ 'P. 

A flow cOIlst.raint is a predicate on a set of continuous variables and their derivatives. For a set V of 
cOlltillllOllS variables ami their first derivatives V, the set 8(V U V) is the set of flow constraints over 
t.he set V U V. We will use the predicate diff(J) to denote that the function J is differentiable on its 
domain dom(J). 

The valuat.ions J and j satisfy a flow constraint. e, denoted by (J U j) 1= e, ill diff(J) and for all 
c E dom(J) and all continuous variables v E V and all first derivatives v E V the closed predicate 
8[J(c)(v)/V][j(E)(V)/VJ holds OIl the real-line. Whenever J and j do not satisfy a flow constraint 'P, 
we write (f U j) '" 'P' 
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A reset constraint is a predicate on a set of continuous variables and their updated counterparts. Let 
V' be the set of updated counterparts of the set V, then ~(V U V') is the set of reset constraints uver 
the set V U V'. 

The snapshot valuations 11 and t1 1 satisfy a reset constraint p, denoted by CO U1F) 1= p, iff for a.ll con
tinuous variables v E V and their updated counterparts v' E V' the dosed predicate p[D(v)/v][1i'(v)/v'] 
holds on the real-line. 

If no confusion is possible, we will omit brackets whenever possible, i.e. we will write f U j 1= B instead 
of (J U j) F 8. Henceforth, we assume the sets i!>(V), e(V u V) and ~(V U V') are defined according 
to some rules. 

A formal definition of a hybrid automaton is given in Def. 3.11. 

Definition 3.11 (Hybrid Automaton). 
A hybrid automaton X is a tuple (lvI, M O, :E, V, /', B, I, E),where 

• M is a finite set of cunt1'Ol mories, 

• 1\11° ~ M is a ~et of r>nitial control modes, 

• :E is a finite set of labels, 

• V is a finite set of continuous variables, 

• [,: M ---+ <I>(V) is a mapping that labels each location Tn in lvI with some variable constraint in 
i!>(V), 

• 8 : M --'t e(V U V) is the flow condition function, 

• I : MO ---+ <I>(V) is a mapping that assigns to every initial control mode a variable constraint in 
<I>(V) expressing the initial values a continuous variable is allowed to have, 

• E <; M x L; x i!>(V) x ~(V u V') x M is a set of control switches. 

tJ,<p,p 
We will write rn -* m' instead of (1TI-, (J, i.p, p, m/) E E. 

Like a timed automaton, a hybrid automaton can be represented as a directed g;raph. Each node in 
this graph is called a control mode, representing a state in which continuous processes are running, 
and each directed edge is called a contr·ul sW1:tch. Additional information is again attached to an edge. 

The intuition behind a transitioll m ~ 'fTt' is that whenever a variable constraint (also called the 
jump condition) i.p is valid; the action (J is enabled. Upon execution of this action (J: the continuous 
variables arc re-initialised according to the reset constraint p. 

A formal interpretation of hybrid automata ill terms of an absolute time, tvm-phase transition 
system is presented in Del. 3.12. This definit.ion differs from the standard interpretation of a hybrid 
automaton only in the absence of a look-ahead premise in an action transition (d. Def. 3.4 of our 
definition of a timed automaton). This has no consequences for any of the results discussed in this 
paper. 

The states of the two-phase transition system that is obtained from a hybrid automaton ate built 
from the information of the control-modes: snapshot valuations for the continuous variables and a 
reference to a global clock. This is compa.rable to the representation of states in the transition 
systems for a timed C111tomatoll. 
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Definition 3.12 (Two-Phase Semantics of a Hybrid A.utomaton). 
Let X = (M.Mo,l;, v,I.,e,I,E) be a hybrid automaton. The semantics of X is given by the two

phase transition system Xto' = (M x V x ll) I,~) 1[') --7, f------t). The set. I of initial statcH is defined as 
1= {em, 17, 0) E MO x V x "If 1,7 F I(m)}, and the relations --+ and >--+ are defined as the least 
relations satisfying the rules of Table 7. 

The operator 1 is used to denote the domain restriction of a function. For every set R and function 
f with domain dom(f), the function flR is the function f restricted to the domain dom(j) n R. 

(J ,tp,(J 

"" -7 rn' 17 F I.(rn) 17 F 'P 17 U 17' F P 

" (m,lJ,t) --+ (rn',iI',t) 

f : [0, ,. - t] -+ V 
diff(jl(O, r - t)) f F I.(m) 

frO) = {j f(,· - t) = 17' 
(f u j)l (O,'r - t) F elm) 

(rn,fJ,t) N (rn, f)', T) 

Table 7: Rules for the Two-Phase Semantics 

t<r 

The state-space of X 8 consists of the set of states that can be reached from the initial states 

R('.'mark 3.G, In the deduction rules, only the e.7;isiencc of a mniinnons, differentiable j1J.nction Z8 

Tcqnir"cd, while the function itself is not part of the state of the resu.lting two-phas(~ transition sJjstem. 
The function is often referred to as a witness, (Lnd needs not be nniqne fO'(' (I, trnnsition. 

Analogoutily to timed automata, we will consider hvo hybrid automata equivalent if and only if their 
interpretations are again equivalent. This is formally expressed in Def. 3.13. Note that other ways to 
relat.e hybrid automat.a are also possible. 

Definition 3.13 (Two-phase Equivalence of Hybrid A.lltomata). 
Let .. 11 and X 2 be two hybrid automata, and let Xl and XJ be their hOllo-phase interpretations of 

resp. ):1 and X 2 . 'Ve will consider Xl and X 2 two-phase eqnivalent, denot.ed by Xl ::::;:t X 2 iff there 
exists a relation fl., snch that R : X f H ;: X J . 

A consequence of this equality is that for two two-phase equivalent hybrid automata, the time-stamps 
of hisimilar states are equivalent. This is formalised in Lemma 3.4. 

Lemma 3.4 (Synchronisation on Time-stamps). 
Let Xl = (M"MP,l;I,ll,81,II,EI) and X, = (M2,Mj',l;,,1'2,82,I2,E2) be two arbitrary hybrid 

automata, such that Xl ::::;:t ..12. Let R be such that R : Xl H ~ Xi. TheIl, for each state (In, {J, t) 
of .. 1f and (n, X, 'n) of Xi, 

(I,17,t) R (n,x,u) =} 11. = t 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the operational rules. o 

The two-phase tram;ition system induced by a hybrid automat.on links its states via action transi
tions and timed transitions. Timed transitions cause a change ill the continuous variables, however, 
t.his change may not Le smoot.h and uniform. Hellce, in sllccessive timed transitions, t.he growth of 
continuons variables ma.y be different. This is exemplified in Example 3.2. 
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Figure 2: E':w'fHple of non-v.nijoTTrl progression 

Figure 3: Possible progn~.'ision 

Example 3.2. 
Let X be a hybrid automaton with t.wo control modes, depicted in Fig. 2. A possible progression 

(trace) of variable x in control-mode P is depicted graphically in Fig. 3. 
The trace of Fig. 3 illustrates how continuous variables can change in a non-uniform way. A reason 

for this non-uniform change is the non-determinacy that is allowed in flow constraints; hence, the 
witnesses for hvo sllccessive timed tran8itions do not necessarily yield a Ilew differentiable function. 

Example 3.2 illustrates the need for a more complex premise when we consider an interpretation of 
a hybrid automatoll in a t.ime-stamped semantics. It turns out that weakening the premise diff(f) in 
Def. 3.12 is the solution. Instead of considering only differentiable functions, we are satisfied if the 
functions are differentiable on their domains except for on a small set of points. This is captured by 
the definition of differentiable almost everywher·e. 

Definition 3.14 (Differentiable almost everywhere). 
A function f is said to be differentiable almost everyv.rhere, denoted by dae(f), whenever the set of 

elements for which f is not differentiable has measure zero. 

Essentially, we are only interested in a subset of all differentiable almost everywhere functions. :rvlost 
notably, only the functions that are continuous on a closed interval are considered. 

Definition 3.15 (Tile Set uf Continuous, Differentiable almost everywhere Functions). 
Let Df be the set consisting of all continuous fUIlctions with domain [O,(~, 0 :; rl and range D: 

such that every function in D{[ is differentiable almost everywhere, i.e. 

vf := {J: [0, dj -+ D I cont(f) i\ dae(f)} 

For any fUIlction f E D{[, let Wj be the set of elements for which f is differentiable. 

Note that every function f E Vfi can be characterised as a continuous function that consists of 
a sequence of smaller fuuctions that are differentiable. The reverse also is true; for every interval 
for which a continuous scqllence of piece-wise differentiable functions exists, the sequence can be 
transformed to a function that is also in the set Vf for some d and D. 

Definition 3.16 presents an intcl"pretation of a hybrid automaton in terms of a time-stamped tran
sition system. 

Definition 3.16 (Time-stamped Semantics of a Hybrid Automaton). 
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U1t(m,1~,t) u'<u 

U", (111., fJ, I) 
f E D~_t flO) = fJ f F ,em) (f u j)lwf F elm) t < " 

U1t(rn, {), t) 

f E D~_t frO) =f) .f F 1.(111) (f u })lwf F H(m.) 

f (1J, - I) F 'P f (11 - I) U 1j' F (J I < " 

Table 8: Rules for the Timed Transition System 

Let X = (M, M O, I:, V, I., e,I, E) be a hybrid automaton. The semantics of X is given by the time
~t,\lnped transition ~ystenl. X 8 = (lvI X V x 1r) I, ~, 1f 1 ----+, U). The set I of initial states is defined 
as I = {(m,fJ,O) E MO x V x 11' I fJ F I(m)}, and the relations ----+ and U are defined as the least 
relations satisfying the rules of Table 8. 

The state-space of XS consists of the states that can be reached frOIll the initial states 

In this paper, we relate hybrid automata by means of time-stamped equivalence. Like time-stamped 
equivalence hetween two timed automat,a, time-stamped equivalence between two hybrid automata is 
defined by means of the existence of an bisimulation relation between their time-stamped interpreta
tions. This is expressed in Dcf. 3.17. 

Definition 3.17 (Time-stamped EquiV,11ellce of ~ybrid Automata). 
Let Xl and X2 be two hybrid automata, and let Xl and Xl be the time-stamped interpretations 

of resp. Xl and X 2 . \Ve will consider Xl and X 2 time-stamped equivalent: denoted by Xl == X 2 iff 
there exists a relation R, such that R : xI H tXI. 

\\Then \ve consider two hybrid automata to be time-stamped equivalent) the states that are related 
via the equivalence relation caITY the exact same time-stamp. This is formalised in Lemma 3.5. 

Lenuna 3.5 (Synchronisation on Time-stamps). 
Let .XI = (l\11 , Mf,:EI , {,lBI,Ih E 1 ) and X 2 = (A12 ,MJ,:E"2,1'2,fJ2 ,I2 ,E2 ) be two arbitrary hyhrid 

automata, such that Xl == X 2 . Let R be such that R : Xl H t Xf. Then, for each state (rn, fJ, t) of 
Xl and (n, x, 11,) of XI, 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the rules of the semantics. D 

\Vhen we need to prove properties over the delay predicate, we are forced to make case distinctions 
to \vhich of the two delay predicate rules hold. The following Lemma states that we need to consider 
only oue of bot.h rules. 

Lemma 3.6 (Upper Bound). 
Let J\ be a hybrid automaton and let (rn, tJ, t) be a state in XS. Then the following property holds: 

U/(m, fJ, I) ¢} (11,,<, U,,(m, fJ, I)) 

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. D 
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Thus far we have provided two different interpretations for a hybrid automaton. Unlike for a timed 
automaton, it does mat.ter which interpr-etation is chosen. In fact, the two-phase semantics (which 
is close to the standard semantics) is more discriminative. Example 3.3 provides an intuition behind 
the reason for this difference. It can also be proved t.hat no equally discriminative time-stamped 
interpretation for a hybrid automaton exists. However, there is a correspondence bebveen both inter
pretations, expressing that if a. system can perform an action at a specific point in time in a t\vo-phase 
semantics, it can alRo perform this action at that point in time in the time-stamped semantics and 
vice versa. 

Example 3.3. 
Let XJ and X 2 be two hybrid automata, depicted in Fig. 4. Both have merely one control mode 

and no control switches. Then Xl == X 2 , but. Xl t~ X').. 

Figure 4: 'Privial Hybrid Automata 

:r 

t 

. , , 

Figure 5: Different Propagations 

The fact that Xl =' X 2 can be easily seen. We will show why Xl "t' X 2 . Let (p, 0, 0) be the initial 
state of Xi and let (q, 0; 0) be the initial state of Xi. Then system Xi can immediately take a time 
transition to state (CJ, 3, 2), whereas system Xl can only reach this state via at least one intermediate 
state, e.g. state (q, 1, 1) or state (q, 2, 1) (sec Fig. 5). 

The difference in both semantics can be summarised as follows. For an arbitrary time-stamped 
transition system, time is reflexive-transitive closed uncler the predicate U. For a two-phase transition 
system, this property needs to be enforced. Definition 3.18 defines rules such that an arbitrary 1.\\'0-

phase transition system adheres to the time-reflexive-transitive closure property. 
Note that the time-reflexive-transitive closure property in general does not hold for a two-phase 

transition system induced by a hybrid automaton. However, there are various classes of hybrid 
automata for which this property does hold. Linear hybrid automata [4] and rectangular automata 
[16] both fall into this category. Note that in [15], the time-reflexive-transitive closure is also used. 
There, it is called a stnUer-closcd flow relation. Even so, it is rather puzzling that this property is 
not part of the general framework of hybrid automata, as most formalisms regard this property as a 
basic requirement on a system's timed behaviour. 

Definition 3.18 (Time-reflexivc-transitivc Closure of a Tnro-phase Transition System). 
Let .X = (Q, QO, :E, 'TI', -----+, 1--------+) be a two-phase trallt3ition system. The time-reflexive-transitive 

closure of X is denoted [X], ~vhere [Xl = (Q, QQ, L:, T, --->, f=;-). The relation f=;- is defined as the 
least relation satisfying the rules in Table 9. 

In this paper, we will not extend the two-phase semantics of a hybrid automaton snch that it adheres 
to the time-reflexive-transitive closure property. Based on Def. 3.18 a slightly less discriminating 
definition of equality of hybrid automata is provided (see Def. 3.19). 
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I. t " 
q 1---7 q' q I=> q" q" I==> q' t < 'II, 

I. 

'If=;. '1' 
" q f=;. 'I' 

Table 9: Rules for the Time-reflexive-transitive Closnre 

Definition 3.19 (Weak Two-phase Equivalence of Hybrid Autumilta). 
Let Xl and X 2 be two hybrid automata, and let. Xl and XI be the two-phase interpretations of 

resp. Xl and X 2 \Ve will consider Xl and X 2 weak two-phase equivalent, denoted by Xl =~u X 2 iff 
there exists a relation R, slIch that R: [Xfl H aXI]· 

Note that when we restrict to the class of hybrid automata that a.dhere to the time-reflexive-transitive 
closure property, t\vo-phase equivalence and weak two-phase equivalence are the same. 

\Vcak two-phase equivalence turns out to coincide with the definition of time-stamped equivalence, 
i.e. hot.h are equally discriminating. This is formalised in Theorem 3.3. 

Theorem 3.3 (Corresponding Interpretations). 
Let .X] and ~Y'2 be hybrid automata. The relation between both semantics is expressed by the 

following equation: 

Proof. Let XI = (JVh,MP,E"cl,e"II,EI) and X" = (Mz, MJ, E2,1'2,8"I",E2 ) be two hybrid 
automata. If R : [XtJ H aXJl, then it is not hard to check that also R : xf H ,X¥. 

Assume R : X; f-+ tXYi define R' as follows: 

R' R U {((n>, ,9', t'), (n. X', 1"») I Tn E MI /\ n E M, /\ 3 0 ,XEV,t.,,'ET[ (tn, 1), t) R (n, X, 1')/\ 

31E"" ((f U jllwf 1= 81(171) /\ f 1= "1 (m) /\ f(O) = 19 /\ f(t' - t) = 19')/\ 
t'_1 

39E,,;,_, ((.'I U !7)lwg 1= e,(n) /\ g 1= "2(11) /\ .'1(0) = X /\ .'1(1" - 1') = X')]} 

It. is not hard to check that R' is a bisimulation relation, such that R' : [XtJ H HXJI holds. 0 

In the remainder of this paper we will only consider the time-stamped semantics of hybrid and timed 
automata. The extension of hybrid automata to synchronising hybrid automata will t.herefore only 
be given based on the time-stamped semantics for hybrid automata. A two-phase semantics for the 
synchronisation operator can be found in e.g. [13]. 

Typical examples of hybrid systems can be found in industry. Many of these systems can be 
characterised as digital controllers that arc used to control analog processes. This means that. in the 
area of hybrid systems, there is a desire to express parallelism in some form. As for t.imed automata: 
au auxilia.ry operator is defiIled t.hat can be used to model blocking syuchronisation, denoted by the 
operator 115' Definition 3.20 provides the rules describing the elimination of this operator ou the level 
of hybrid automata. 

It must be noted that. there are other means of modelling parallelism and communication. Note
\\,orthy is the approach in [22]. There, synchronisation can be both OIl shared actions and OIl shared 
continuous variables. 

Definition 3.20 (Synchronising Hybrid Automata). 
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Let Xl = (.iV/t,j'vf?,LI:V!,I'I,Bl,II,E1) and X'2 = (M'2,Mf,E'2,V'2,I''2,B'2:I'2,E'2) be hybrid au
tomata. Assume t.he sets of continuous variables are disjoint, i.e. VI n V'2 = 0. The parallel composi
tion of Xl and X:!l denoted by XIllsX:! is the hybrid automaton (kII x M'j, M? x lVIJ lEI U :E'jl VI U 
V2, " 8, I, E), where '(111, n) = /,r (m) A 12(n), O(m, n) = 8r ('Ill) A 82(n) and I(7II, n) = Ir (111,) A I2(n). 
The set of transitions E is defined as the least relation satisfying the rules of Table 10. 

U,tp,p u,1/!,1r 
Tn ----+ Tnl n ----+ n l u,<.p,p I \ 

m --f m rY E 1:r 1:2 
cr,1fI ,1r 

n --f 'II' rY E 1:2 \ 1: 1 
u,r.pU1/.I,pAJT 

(rn,n) ) (m',n') 
u,t.p,p I 

(m,n) --f (m ,n) 
u,1/.I,1r 

(m, n) --f (m, 'II') 

Table 10: Rules for the Synchronisation Operator 

Definition 3.21 defines a time-stamped semantics for the synchronisation operator. The rules for this 
operator are similar to the rules for the synchronisation operator for timed automata (cf. Dei". 3.9). 

Definition 3.21 (SemaIltics of Synchronisation). 
Let ,Xl = (A11,M?,L:l,VI,Bl,LI,Il,El) and X 2 = (M2,NIS,L:2,V2,B2,L2,I2,E2) be two hybrid 

automata. The semantics of Xl lis X 2 is given by the time-stamped transition system xf lis XI = 
((Mr x V x 1l') X (M2 X V x 1l'),J, 1:1 U 1:" 1l', -t,U). Here, I is defined as the set I = {((m, n), 19, 0) E 
(Mr x M,) x V x 1l' 1,7 F (Ir(m) AI,(rn))}. For all states (rn,19,t) E Xr and (n,x,u) E XI, the set 
of transitions ----+ and the predicate U arc defined as the least relations satisfying the rules in Table 
11. 

u 

Ur(m, ,7, t) U,(n, x, 1/) 

Ur((m, 19, t)II,(n, x, 1/)) 

(m,19,t)-t,.(m',19',T) U,.(n,x,u) rYE 1: r \1:2 utt<r 
ff 

(m,19,t)II,(n,x,u) -tr (m',19',r)II,(n,x,1<) 

c 
(n,x,u) -t, ("',X',,.) Ur (m,17,t) rY E 1:2 \1:1 1<tt:S l' 

u 
(m,B,t)II.,(n,x,u) -t, (m,19,t)lj,(n',x',1') 

c c 
(rn,iJ,t) ----+./. (mIlt}',]') (n,x,'U) ----+}" (n',x',T) 

ff 

(m,'O,t)II,(n,x,u) -t,. (m',19',1')II,(n',x',T) 

Table 11: Rules for the Synchmni8ation Operator 

The rules for the synchronisation operator are sound and complete with respect to the rules defined 
by Def. 3.20. This means that it does not ma.tter whether parallelism is removed on the level of hybrid 
automata or on the level of the time-stamped transition systems. This is expressed in theorem 3.4. 

Theorem 3.4 (Soundness and Compldencss of S,ynchronisation). 
Let "'\1 and Xl be two hybrid automata. Let Xl be the interpretation of Xl and let Xl be 

the interpretation of X 2 and let. (Xrll,X,)' be the interpretation of X r ll,X2 . Then, there exists a 
bisimulation relation R, such that R. : (Xrll,X2)' H / xf II,XI. 
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Proof. Let Xl = (j\11,N[?'~1,{,1,rh~Ll,El) and X 2 = (JVh,NJSJ~2'{,2'(}'2,L2,E2) be hybrid au
tomata. Then, for each m E M I , 11. E M 2 ) {j,X E V, t,H E 1I', the relation R is defined as follows: 

R {((m, 0, t)II,(n, x, t) , ((rn, n), 0 U x, t)) } 
U {((m,11,t)II,(n,x,'U) , ((m,n),11Ux',t)) I'I/,:S tA 

~fEDi_" (flwf 1= 8,(n) A f 1= 1,,(71,) A f(O) = X A I(t -11) = X')) 

U {((m,O,t)II,(n,x,u) , ((m"n),(iI+u-t)Ux,t)) It:SuA 
~fED~_, (flwf 1= 81 (m) A f 1= "1 (m) A I(O) = 11 A f('U - t) = O')} 

Then: it is not hard to prove that R is indeed a bisimulation relation, such that 
R. (Xl II, X,)' HI X[ II, XI-

4 Process Algebra 

o 

The objects studied in process algebras are processes. Processes are abstract representations of real
life sy~tems. In essence, processes describe all possible oLservable behaviours of the real-life system. 
The most elementary processes are actions. Actions are abstract representations of observable events 
that can occur in the real-life system. Combining processes allows for representing more complicated 
behaviour of systems. 

The addition of time severely complicates the notion of a process. Processes are no longer considered 
to be entities with an unlimited life-span. Instead: the life-span of a process is restricted by hard timing 
constraints. In some sense: this allows for more accurate representations of real-life systems. 

Prace" algebras come in various variants, such as CCS [23J, CSP [18J, LOTOS [7, IJ or ACP [5J, 
The process algebra employed in this paper is /,CRL, [11], and a minor extension thereof, called 
J1CRL~. III this paper, we will restrict ourselves to presenting the syntax of rtCRLt and ILCRL;, and 
its operational semantics. The axioms are included in appendix A. 

4.1 Data Types 

Unlike many other process algebras, the formalism ILCRL~ combines a notion of data with descriptions 
of processes. 

In the subsequent sections we will assume the time domain T is one of the data types of jLCRL;. 
Only a fe\\' conceptual requirements are required for the time domain. The time domain should be 
totally ordered and contain a least element o. No further requirements are posed on this data type. 
Moreover, we assume the existence of a set of Booleans (lBl) with only two elements (t and f), Finally, 
the data type lR represents the set of real numbers and the data type IF' represents the set of functions, 
including the set of constants (e,g, the set IR), For the subset of functions that are continuous and 
diH·ercntiable almost everywhere, we will \\Trite DP for D of type IF and t of type T. 

4.2 The Theory of pCRL, and pCRL; 

Thc theory pCRL is built around a slIlall number of intuitive hasic operators and constants. It 
serves as the core of ILCRL. The action constants model events that eall be executed. The constant 
S is llsed to model inaction, or deadlock. The most. basic operat.ors describe a not.ion of alternative 
composition: dcnoted by the infix operator + and sequential composition, denoted by the infix operator 

Alternative composition can be used to express a (non-deterministic) choice between two processes. 
The choice is resolved the moment one of the processes executes its first action. By means of sequential 
compositioll, one can model a sequence of processes that need to be executed. The special deadlock 
constant is the unit for alternative composition. Sequential composition is a generalisation of action 
])'f"eji.'Cing, which is not present ill our language. The SlIm operator O:=d:D) generalises alternative 
composition. Such a quantifier can be used to a.ccurately model processes that. depend 011 (possibly 
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infinite) data sorts. In the context of data-dependent processes, a construct similar to the 'if_thc'fLelSC 

selection is often required. This is denoted uHing the ternary operator p <J b [> (j, meaning]J if lJ is true, 
and q if b is false. 

The novelty of pCRL, Over peRL is the possibility to explicitly express timing dependencies of 
processes. This is moclelled using the infix operator < (pronounced "at"). Intuitively, a process JJ<t 
models the process that must perform its first action at time t. Since the process ]J can be of arbitrary 
complexity, this means that the (-operator propagates forward to the first action that occurs in p. 
The process oct expresses a timed deadlock, whereas the special constant 0 (which is equivalent to the 
process Lt o<t) can now be uuderstood to model livelock, i.e. the constant 0 allows time to continue, 
but it can execute no actions: nor can it terminate. Note that in (untimed) peRL the constant 0 
represents deadlock. 

Standard peRLf, does not contain a special constant modelling a deadlocked process, denoted by 
• 
b. However, this is easily mended, resulting in a slightly different version of pCRLt , viz. pCRL7. The 
differences are minor, and even absent in the operational semantics. This is due to the fact that a 
deadlocked process call neither execute actions, nor idle (not even until "current" time). 

Along \vith the <-operator, an initialisation operator » is included in the axiom-system anel in 
the operational semantics. This operator can, however, be expressed using the operat.ors already 
discussed, and hence can be considered to be an auxiliary operator. Formally, the syntax of peRL; 
is discussed in Def. 4.1. 

Definition 4.1 (Syntax ofpCR.L;). 
The signature of the theory pCRL; consists of a data signature and a process signature. The process 

signature consists of the sort symbol P and the following function declarations: 

1. (1 : Sl x X 8 n --t P, action declarations for sort symbols 8i (i = 0"", n) from the data 
signature, 

2. 0 :--t P, modelling livelock, 

3. 5:--+ P, modelling the deadlocked process, 

4. +: P x P --+ P is the alternative composition operator, 

5. Lll : p --+ P is the alternative quantification, 

G. .: P x P --+ P is the sequential composition operator, 

7. <J [> : P X IB x P --+ P is the conditional operator, 

8. (: P x 1I' --+ P is the at-operator, 

9. »: 1l' x P --+ P is the initialisation operator. 

The binding strength of all operators is listed in decreasing strength: 

We write a : 51 x ... X 8 n instead of a: S1 X ... X 8 11 --t P. The set of all action declarations is 
denoted Act. Action terms are terms of the form a(d1 , • •• , dn), where a : Sl x ... X Sn E Act: and di 

a data term of sort 8i (for i = 0, ... , (1.,,). The set of all action terms is denoted AT. We will write 

AT, inst.ead of AT U {II}. Instead of writing AT U {S,5}. we will writ.e AT;' 
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Henceforth, we assume the existence of an infinite set of process variables Vp which is disjoint, from 
the set of dat.a variables V. 

The objects in process algebra are process terms which are built. from action t.erms, dat.a terms, 
variables and process operators. The set of all process terms is denoted Tp. Process terms not. 
containing process variables are called process-closed tcnns. Dat.a variables, either bound or free can 
still occur in process-closed t.erms. 

One of the main characterist.ics of a process algebra is t.he charact.erisation of operators by means 
of an axiom system. This provides a synt.actical view on processes and process theory. The interested 
reader is referred to appendix A for an overvie\v of the axioms. For a more elaborate overview of 
pCRL, sec [11, 1OJ. 

In t.his paper, the focus will be on the operational aspects of the language peRL; aud ItCRL;. 
The characterist.ics of the operators is described by means of an operational semantics in the style of 
Plot.kin [24]. However, a semantics based on process terms is not. straightforwardly obtained. Process 
terms in general are terms that can contain bound and free data variables. One \yay of dealing with 
this is to first define an interpret.ation for these process terms, thus obt.aining true processes. The set 
of processes and act.ions is defined in Dcf. 4.2. The operational semantics can then be descrihed using 
processes instead of process terms. 

The interpretation of process terms hinges on t,he assumption of the existence of a data algebra 
\vith a universe Ds for each sort symbol 8. Then) a valuation v is a funct.ion from the set of variables 
V to t.he set. of values UsEsDs) such that v(v) E D.~ if and only if 1) E Vs. This latter requirement 
ensures that variables are mapped only to values of the right dat.a algebra. As an abbreviat.ion, we 
will write v[v]v l

, where 1/ and Vi are valuations and v E V is a variable whenever for all u E V \ {v} 
we have II(V) = I/(V). We will writ.e [t]" for the int.erpretation of a t.erm t under valuat.ion 1/. 

Definition 4.2 (A.ctions ami Processes). 
Given a peRL; specification with a set of action declarat.ions Act) the set of actions is defined by 

The set Au {S} is denoted by A; and the set A U {J, tI} is ,ienoted Ly A,. The set P = pw is 
obt.ained by the following recursion: 

A' , 
p" U {p. q, 'LP',p<t, t» plp,q E p". P' of 0, P' c; P", t E Dy} 

Definition 4.3 (Interpretation of Process-Closed Terms). 
Let. (L : S I x ... X 8 n E Act and rli E T.~;. Let b : TlBil t : Ty and let p, q E Tp be process closed terms. 

The interpretat.ion of process-closed t.erms under valuation // is defined inductively by: 

[n("I.·· ., d,,)1" 
[or 
[ti I" 
[PHI" 
[I" ql" 
[1"tl" 
[t» pI" 

[p ~ h ~ 'II" 

[LvPI" 

n([d,J".···, [d"n, 
0, , 
o. 
Dlpl",[qn 
[pI" ·1'11", 
[PI"'ltl" 
[tl" » [PI" 

{ 
[pr if [b]" = It.]" 
[qr if [bJ" = [fJ" 

'L{[PI'" HvJ//} 
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The operational semantir:s of processes is defined in terms of the timed execution of actions. This 
is closely related to the framework of timed transition systems (see section 2), Here, ,ve introduce 
action 'relations ---+~ P x A X D1f and ---+~ P x A x D1f x P. Instead of writing (p,a,t) E---+ and 

a U 1& 

(p, a, t,p') E ---+, we write P ---+t J and P ---+t 1/, By P ---+t j, we express that process p can perform 

an action at time t and then successfully terminate at time t. By p ~t p' \ve express that process 
p evolves into process p' at time t by perforlIling an action a, Furthermorc, we are interested in the 
idling behaviour of processes, i,e, we need a notion of expressing; until when a process can still idle. 
This is expressed by thc binary delay relation U ~ D'f x P. By Ut (p), we express that process ]J can 
idle at least until time t. The operational semantics is formally defined in DeL 4.4. 

Definition 4.4 (Structuren Operational SeIllantics o[pCRL;). 
The action relations -7C: P x A x DT and -7C: P x A X DT X P are defined by the t.ransition rules 

in Table 12, whereas the delay relation U c: DT X P is defined by the transition rules in Table 13. 

a a a a 
a ]J ---+t J P -----+t. p' P -7, J ]J -----+ t 1/ 

a -7, J 
" a " a 

D{p} U P) -7, J D {p } U P) -7,p' vt-7/.J Vt ---+t pi 

a a a a 
p-7/.. J p --?/ pi P -7, J t' < t P ---+t pi t' < t 

" " a " p. q -7, t » q p. q ---+t pi . q t' »p -7, J tl » P ---+t pi 

Table 12: Transition nJ,lC8 for' the peRL; operator's, where a E A,P, p', q E P, t, t' E D-r and P ~ P 

U,(a) 
U,(p) 

U,(p·q) 

U/.(p) 

U,(D{p} UP)) 

U,(p) t «; t' 
U, (Vt') 

U,(p) 

U,(t' » p) 

Uo(p) t < t' 
U,(t' » p) 

Table 13: Tmnsition ndes for' the delay relation, wher'e a E A6, P: q E P, t, t' E DT and P ~ P 

Remark 4.1. The execntion of an action docs not take time, i. e. it is very well possible to sequentially 
execute two subsequent actions at time t. 

Remark 4.2, The deadlocked process does not appear in the axioms and the conclusion of the Tules 
of Tahies 12 and 13; .'linee it can neither exec'II.te actions, nor idle. The livelock constant t5 does not 
appear in the axiom,s and conclU.'l1:ons of the ntles of Table 12 since it cannot execute actions; nor can 
it terminatc. The livelock constant can, however,idle as is expressed in Tablc 13. 

A suitable notion of equivalence relates bot.h the executions of actions of processes and their idling 
behaviour. Process equivalence is often expressed by means of strong Lisimulation. Here, we will adapt 
the notion of strong bisimulation to deal with the timing requirements. This notion of bi~ilIllllatioIl is 
called strong timed bisirnnlation. A formal definition thereof can be found in Def, 4.5. 

Definition 4.5 (Strong Timed I3isimulation). 
A symmetric relation R c: P x P is a strong timed bisimulation if we have for all (p, q) E Rand 

a E A, t E VT and p' E P: 
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n a 
1. if P -->1. V, then q -->1. V, 

2. if]J ~f. pi, then there is a ql, such that q ~l ql and (pi) q') E R, and 

.3. if Ut(p), then Ut(q). 

If a strong timed bisimulatioll relation R exists such that (p, q) E R, we write R : p f-t lq. 

Strong timed bisimulation is used to justify the axioms. Results related to the soundness and com
pleteness of pCRLt are discussed in [111. With respect to the extension of pCRLt with the deadlocked 
process we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1 (Soundness of pCRL,.). The axiom system pCRL; is sound with respect to strong 
timed bisirrmlation. 

Proof. The theory pCRL,. itself is sound (see [11]). Hence, for soundness we only need to consider 
• 

the axioms describing the behaviour of the deadlocked process 6. It is easy to prove these axioms are 
sound. Hence, the axiom system pCRL~ is sound. 0 

4.3 The Theory of fJ.CRL t and /lCRL; 

The theories of pCRLf, and pCRL~ are rather restrictive in the sense t.hat thev do not allow for 
specifying parallelism in a natural fashion. In this sense, the theories of pCRL,. and pCRL; are not 
interesting. However, concurrency is incorporated both in ,uCRL t. and tL,CRL~) based on an interleaving 
semantics. 

To express t\VO processes are executed in parallel, the binar:y operator II is used. The parallel 
execution of process pllq can choose to first perform an action of ]J, first perform an action of q, or 
choose to synchronise. Hence, parallelism can be described using two auxiliary operators, viz. a lcft 
'merge operator au and a communication merge operator (I). Intuitively, the process plL q behaves 
a.s pllq, with the restriction that the first action is Cx(~cuted bY]J and p and q cannot synchronise on 
this act.ion. Much like in pCRL, and pCRL;, an auxiliary operat.or « is introduced. This operator is 
needed in giving an axiomatisation of the left merge operator. Intuitively, p « q (pronounced p before 
q) denotes the process that behaves as process p until q can idle no more. In a sense, this operator 
represents a time-out. The process plq again behaves as the process pllq, with the restriction that. 
the processes p and q should synchronise (communicate) on their first a.ction. IVloreover, these actions 
should also synchronise on the time the.y a.rc executed. The action resulting from a communication 
is defined oy a binary, commutative and associative function 'Y, which is only defined on action 
declaHLtions. 

The theories of pCRL, and I'CRL, (or pCRL; and /ICRL;) are strongly related in the sense that 
parallel operators can be reformulated to a combination of alternative and sequent.ial composition 
operators. This is expressed by the axiom system. 

\Vhenevcr we wish to block actions of a process, we can encapsulate these actions, using the all 
operator. \\Then we write aH(p), only those actions of p that do not. occur in H can be executed. This 
operator is essential when we wish to force two processes to synchronise on certain actions. 

In some contexts, Tenaming of actions can be useful. Using the renaming operator PR, actions can 
be assigned new llames according to the function R. This operator is absent in IlCRLt-, however, it is 
present in II,CRL and ILCRL;. A formal discussion of the syntax is given in Def. 4.6. 

Definition 4.6 (Syntax of /,CRL;). 
The signature of the theory pCRL; consists of a data signature and a process signature. The 

process signature consists of the sort symbol P; the operator declarations of ]JCR.L~ and the following 
additional fllnctioll declarations: 
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1. II : P x P -+ P, the parallel composition operator, 

2. lL: P x P -+ P, the left-merge operator, 

3. I : P x P --+ P: the communication merge operator, 

4. «: p x P --+ P , the before, or tirnc-out operator, 

5. DR : JP>(Act) x P -+ P, the encapsulation operator, 

6. PR : IP'(Act x Act) x P -+ P, the renaming operator, 

7. f: Act x Act --+ Act is the communication function. 

The hinding st.rength of all operators is listed in decreasing strength: 

" all) {», «}, {~o, II, ,lL, I}, I:, + 

The axioms characterising the operators of IlCRLt' are listed in appendix A, and are provided as is in 
this paper. For a detailed account on the axioms of ItCR-L t , please refer to [10, 11]. The addition of 
the deadlocked process to ItCR-L t , yielding ItCR-Li is straightforward. The focus of this section will 
be on the structured operational semantics of pCRLt'. Again, the operational semantics is given in 
terms of processes rather than process terms. The set of processes defined in DcL 4.2 is extended with 
to the set defined in DeI. 4.7. 

Definition 4.7 (Actions and Processes). 
Given a J-lCRL~ specification \vith <-_1, set of action declarations Act, the set of actions is defined by 

A = {a(d,,···,d,,)I,,: St X ... X 8" E Act,di E D,J 

The set Au {J} is denoted by A, and the set A U {S,,5} is denoted by A;. The set P = pw is 
obtained by thc following recursion: 

Aj 
pn U {p . q, L P', 1"t, t » 1', pllq, Pli. q, plq, P « q, 8H(p) , PR(p) 

11), q E P", P' # 0, P' <;; pn, t EDT, H <;; Act, R. <;; Act x Act} 

Definition 4.8 (hlterpretation of Process-Closed Terms). 
For process-closed terms p, q E Tp; H ~ Act, R ~ IP(Act x Act) and valuation 1/) the interpretation 

of process-closed terms under a valuation, given in Def. 4.3 is extended with the following clauses: 

The operational semantics of processes is again defined in terms of the timcd execution of actions. 
The set of action relations ----+~ P x A X 'OT and ----+~ P x A X 'OJ: X P are extended to cope with 
the new operators of ItCRL~. Formally, the operational semantics is defined in Def. 4.9. 

Definition 4.9 (Structured Operational Semantics of ,"CRLil. 
The action relations ----+~ 'P x A X 'OT and ----+~ P x A X 'OT X P are defined by the transition 

rules in Tables 14 and 15, whereas the delay relation U ~ '01' X P is defined by the transition r-ules in 
Table 16. 
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p~,.j U,(q) 
a 

1'IIq -1,. t » 'l 
a 

1'11'1 -1, t» l' 
a n 

piL'l -1,. t» q ]1« 'l -1,.j 

a " 
]J ~t 1" Ut(q) q ~t q' U,(p) ]J -1, p' U,('l) Ji -1t 1" U'('l) 

" a 
l'lIq -1,. p' lit » '1 pllq -1,. t » pllq' 

a a 
piL q -1t p'lIt» q 1'« q -1,. 1" 

'(el) b(d) 
l' -1,.j g -1t.j ,,(a, b) = c 

c(d) 
]llIg -1, .j 

a(d) bed) 
l' -1, 1" q -1,.j ,,(a, b) = c 

cCd) 
pllq -1t 1" 

'(d) b(d) 
p-1,.j g-1,.j ,,(a,b)=c 

c(d) 
pig -1, .j 

a{r/) bed) 
1'-1,.1" q-1,.j ,,(a,b)=c 

c(d) 
plq -1,.1" 

'(d) b(d) 
P -1,.j q -1, '1' ,,(a, b) = c 

C(d) 
pllq -1, '1' 

a(II) b(rl) 
P -1, p' 'l -1, '1' ,,(a,b) = c 

c(d) 
1'lIq -1,. 1"11'/ 

'(d) b(d) 
P -1t.j '1 -1, '/ ,,(a, b) = c 

C(d) 
plq -1t '/ 

a(rl) bed) 
p -1, 1" q -1, If' ,,(a, b) = c 

C(d) 
1'1'1 -1, p'II'l' 

Table 14: Transitio'n rules for the parallel operators, whcr'c a E A,J,b,( E Act,ri E Ds,p,q,p',q' E P 
and t E D'f 

a(d) 
l' -1,.j a (j H 

a(d) 
f)H(P) -1t .j 

(t(d) 
l' -1, 1/ a E dom(R) 

R(a)(el) 
f!1«p) -1, PR(p') 

ned) 
l' -1, 1" a (j H 

a(d) 
f)H(p) -1, f)H(p') 

(I(d) 
P -1, . .j a E dom(R) 

R(a)(d) 
PR(p) -1,.j 

n(d) 
l' -1,.j a (j dom(R) 

(l(d) 
PH(p) -1, . .j 

(t(d) 
l' -1, p' (t (j dam( R) 

(t(d) 
P R (1') -1t PI< (1") 

Table 15: Transit,tort rules for' encapsulation a'{/,(l r'cnam'ingl where p, q E P: t E D'fl H s: Act, R ~ 
Act x Act, a E Act and d ED, 

U'(1') U,('l) 
U,(p « g) 

Ut(p) U,('l) 

U,(pllq) 

U,(p) U,(q) 

Ut (1' iL q) 
Ut(p) U'('l) 

U,(plq) 

U,(p) 

U,(f)H(p)) 

U,(p) 

U,(PR(p)) 

Table IG: Tro:nsition rules faT the delay n:.laUon, whe're p, q E P, t E D'fl H s: Act and R ~ Act x Act 
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The extension of IlCRL!, with the deadlocked process yields a sound system. This is expressed by the 
following Theorem: 

Theorem 4.2 (Soundness Of'llCRL;). The axiom system IlCRLi is sound with respect to strong 
timed bisirnulation. 

Proof. The t,heory IlCRL t is sound (see [11]). Hence, we only need to consider the axioms describing 

the behaviour of the deadlocked process S. It is easy to prove these axioms are also sound. Hence, 
the axiom system I-lCRLi is sound. D 

In the subsequent. sections, we will need several abbreviations and Lemma 4.1 expressing that the 
initialisation operator distributes over the parallel operator. 

Definition 4.10 (Abbreviations). 
Let x be a process term, t E 'II' and b E lB. Then the operators ::-+ and ». are defined as follows: 

b ::--+x 
t».x 

:r:<Jb!>b 
I;uT [t:S n] ::-+1:'1l 

Lemma 4.1 (Distribution of initialisation). 
Let p and q be process-closed terms and t E 'II', then we have: 

t». (Pllq) B t (t».1') II (t».q) 

Lemma 4.2 (Related initialisations). 
Let p be a process-closed term and t, t' E 'II', then we have: 

U,(1') II t' :S t'* t'».P B ,t' »p 

5 Interpretations of Automata 

The focus of this section is on the translation of timed automata and hybrid automata to process 
algebra. Essentially, this way one call analyse timed automata and hybrid aut.omata based on their 
structure. Moreover, the general construction of such automata is emphasised, or highlighted. The 
hidden a..'3pect of deadlocked parts of systems become clearly visible in the process algebraic counterpart 
of these automata. The gain is a better understanding of timed automata and hybrid automata. 

5.1 Interpretations of timed automata 

A timed automaton is in essence a high-level representation of a time-stamped transition system (or 
equally, a two-phase transitioIl system). In that sense, the process algehra.ic interpretation of a timed 
automaton should yield an equivalent time-stamped transition system. The process algebraic inter
pretation of a timed automaton is based on the elementary building blocks of the timed automaton. 

Definition 5.1 (A.IJbreviatioIls). 
Let X = (L,LO,~,C,l.,E) be a timed automaton. Then, for aliI E L, the set E/ is defined as the 

set of edges starting in I: 

(J",rp,A 
E, := {I --+ I'IZ' E L II (J E ~ II 'P E P(C) II A ~ C} 
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For all edges c EEl, the following abbreviations are defined 

abbr. 
7f2(e) ry, 

abbr. 
7f:l(e) 'Pc 

.\,. 
abLr. 

7f" (e) 

Ie 
abbr. 

7r5(e) 

A forma'! definition of the process algebraic interpretation of a timed automaton is given in Def. 5.2. 

Definition 5.2 (Process Algebraic Interpretation of a Timed Automaton). 
Let X = (L,LO,2;,C,L,E) be a timed automaton. Let 190 (e) = 0 for all c E C. Let [X]: P be the 

process algebraic interpretation of X, defined as: 

[X] ~HO X,(O, 190 ) 

X, .\t : ']1'..\19 : V. t». L,T [tI, (19 +" - t) F ,.(1)] ::-+ 

~"E"",:v (er,' X,,(u,19') ~ (19 +" - t) F 'P, 1\ 19' = (tl + 11. - t)[.\, := 0] ~ J )'u 

The translation of a timed automaton to a process algebraic expression is a task which can easily be 
automated. Note that a translation of the standard semantics of a timed automaton only requires an 
additional constraint {j' F (,(Ie) in the second condition of process X,. 

Example 5.1 provides an intuition 011 the appearance of a process algebraic interpretation of a timed 
automaton. 

ExaIllpie 5.1. Let X be the timed automaton illustrated in Fig. G. 

Q R 
shut.down 

X::; 5 

Figure G: Limited-lifespan System 

The process algebraic interpretation of X is the process [X], which, after some elementary calculus, 
is defined as the following process term: 

[X] 
Xll(t, st : 'lr) 

XQ(t,st: 'lr) 

Xs(t, 8t : 'lr) 

Xll(O, O) 
L

1I
:1[' open'll . XQ ('It, st + 1l - t) <l1l :::; t + 5 [> Ii'u 

+ LlI:1' shutdowIl'U' Xs('U,.'it + U - t) <l1J, :::; t + 5 [> Ii(u 
Lu:1[' dose'lL <l 'U ::; t + 5 [> b'lL 

~"'T reboot<uXR(O, 0) ~ 8t ::; 500 j 
The process algebraic interpretation is defined in such a way that ev(~ry location of a timed automaton 
has a. dedicated process term, modelling its behaviour. Hence, one \vould expect to see a close relation 
between the bchaviours a location can exhibit and the behaviours its dedicatcd process term exhibits. 
This relation is formalised by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 

LeIllIlla 5.1 (Coupled Behaviour). 
Let X = (L, £o::E, t, E) be an arbitrary timed automaton. Then , for alII E L, 1J E V, t E 1[': 

" " (/,'O,t) --11.' (/',19',t') iff X,(t,19) --1t' X,,(t',,9') 
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0' O',<.p,A 
Proof. Assume (l,19, t) ------+t' (l': fJ', e). Hence, there must exist an edge e l = I ------+ II: sneh that 
D, D + t' - t F ,(I) anel ,0 + t' - t F 'P anelD' = (D + t' - t)[>. := 0] and t :S t' are tnre. This means 

" there exists a valuation /I, such that. /I(e) = e' and /I(u) = 1'. Hence, Xl(t, D) --+" Xl' (t', D'). 
0' 0' ,<.p,A 

Assume Xl(t,tJ) ------+/' XII(tl,tJ 1
). Hence, there must exist a valuation 1/: such that vee) = [------+ [' 

and /I(u) = t' awlD, D + /I(n) - t F 1.(1) and ,9 + /1(11) - t F'P and /1(19') = (0 + /I(n) - t)[>. := 0] and 
" t:S /I(U). But t.hen also (I, lJ, t) --+'.' (1',19', t'). o 

The behaviour of a location is not entirely determined by the actions it prescribes. For instance, a 
location without outgoing edges, still portrays behaviour in the sense that it can let time pass. Hence, 
the passage of time, or the idleness of a location should be reflected by the dedicated process term of 
the location. This is expressed in Lemma 5.2. 

Lemma 5.2 (Col/pled Idling Time). 
Let X = (L, LO, I:, I, E) be an arbitrary timed automaton. Then, for alii E L, lJ E V, t E 11': 
U,,(I,D,t) ifl·U,,(XI(t,17)). 

Proof. Assume Ut' (ll 19, t). By Lemma 3.2, we only have to consider the case in which t :::; t'. Hence, 
{},l? + t l 

- t F l.(l) must hold. But then, there mnst exist a valuation v, such that u('u) = t', which is 
a sufficient condit.ion for proving U,,(XI(t, 17)). 

Assume U,,(X,(t, 17)). Hence, there must. be a valuation /I, such t.hat f),17 + /I(u.) - t F ,.(1) and 
t':S v(u). Therefore, also U"i u )(l,19,t), and hence also U,,(l,17,t). 0 

The Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 express that there exists a strong link between a location and specific 
process terms that are part of the process algebraic interpretations of a timed a.utomaton. This 
relation is formalised by Theorem 5.1. 

TheoreIIl 5.1 (Soundness). 
Let Xl = (LI1L?,El,Cl,l.1,El) and X 2 = (L2,Lg,"'E,2,C2,l.2,E2) be timed automata. The process 

algebraic interpretation of Def. 5.2 is sound: 

Proof. If R : xy +-* ,Xi, t.hen also R' : IXd +-* ,IX,], where 

R' = {(Xli (19, t), X,,(X, u))I(I, 17, t)R(s, X, u) II 17, X E V II t, u E 'If II I E L, II s E Lz} 

If R : IX,] +-* ,IX,], then also R' : xy +-* ,Xi, where 

R' = {( l, 19, t), (8, X, u)) IX II (r?, t) R X" (X, u) II lJ, X E V II u, t E 'If II 1 E L, II s E L,} 

In both cases, the fact that R. I is a bisimulation follmvs directly from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 0 

In section 3.1, parallel composition \va.'3 defined both on the level of timed automata and OIl the 
seman tical level. There, \ve showed both ways of removing parallelism from a model essentially 
are equivalent. For the proceS::i algebraic interpretation, there again are two ways of dealing with 
parallelism. One way is by using the rules for removing parallelism on the level of the timed automatoIl. 
This waYl however, parallelism cannot be dealt with in a compositional fashion. The other option is 
to introduce a process algebraic construct translating parallelism on the level of timed automata to 
parallelism on the level of the process algebraic interpretations of timed automata. This is formalised 
in Def. 5.3. 
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Definition 5.3 (Process Algebraic Interpretation of Synchronising Timed Automata). 
Let )(1 = (L1,L?,L;},C1,t.l,E1) and X:2 = (L2,L~,L;2,C2,1'2)E2) be timed automata. Assume the 

existence of a set of valuations for the docks in the set C, U C2 , denoted by V. Let [X, II,X,] : P be 
t.he process algebraic interpretation of XdL,.X2 , defined by: 

Communication is defined by the binary function " given by ,((J, a l
) = 'iT if (7 = (7' and 5 otherwise. 

Here, 0' " ~J U ~,. Renaming is defined by the function R : ~, n ~2 -+ (~, n ~2) as R(O') = u for 
each 'iT E El n E2. 

The process algebraic interpretation of a synchronising timed automaton should exhibit behaviour 
that is in some sense equivalent to the hehaviour of the synchronising t.imed automaton itself. This 
means that it should synchronise on shared labels in the same way synchronising timed automata 
synchronise on shared labels. Lemma 5.3 formalises this idea. 

Lemma 5.3 (Co[Jpled Blocking Synchronisation). 
Let .Xl = (L1,L?,L;1,C1,tl,E1) and X 2 = (L2:L~,E2,C2,1'2,E2) be arbitrary timed automata. 

Then for all I E L l ,8 E L 2,19,X E V,'ll,t,r E '[',a E El nL;2; 

" (I,1'I,t)IIAs,x,u) --tt' (l',1'I',t')II,(s',x',t') iff 
" fJ R 8y:;,nr;, (t t u)>>.(XlI(t, 11)IIX,,(u, X)) --tt' pn 8r;,m:, (t' t t')>>.(X", (t', 1'I')IIX2 " (t', X')) 

Proof. \Ve will only consider one direction of the lemma. The proof for the other diredion is 
" almost. identical to this one. Assume (I, 1'!, t) 11,(8, X, 11.) --tt' (1',11',1') II, (s', X', t'). Since u E ~, n ~" 

a a 
this can only be the case when (l,O,t) ---+t' (l',{JI,t') ;-md (s,X,u) ---+(1 (s',xl,t') and t t 11, ::; 

" " t'. According to 5.1, we may now conclude that X ll (t,{)) ---+(.' Xll,(tl,19' ) and X 2s (u,X) ---+t' 

"-Y:!s,(t',X' ) and t t 11,::; t'. Based on the operational semantics of our process algebra, we can now 

" deduce X ,t (t,1'I)IIX2 ,(1l,X) --t" X",(t',1'I')IIX", (t',X') and t t 1I:S t' and hence, also t.he desired 

PRfJ,;,nY;, (t t n)>>.(Xlt(t, 1'1) IIX,., (n, X)) ~t' pn8r;,nY;, t'». (X"' (t', l'l')IIX", (t', X')). 0 

LelIlma. G.3 expresses that a location of a. synchronising t.imed automaton anu the process t.erm 
t.hat is part of t.he process algebraic interpretation of the synchronising timed automaton agree on 
5)'lIChronising behaviour. However, this is only part of the behaviour that. is reft.ected when composing 
systems via parallel composition. If one of the components of the synchronising timed automaton can 
execute an action wit.hout having to synchronise, this action shonld also be matched by the process 
term that is pa.rt of the process algebraic interpretation of the synchronising timed automatoll. This 
is expressed in Lemma 5.4. 

Lemma 5.4 (Coupled Interleaving). 
Let Xl = (Ll,L~,E1,Cl,I'1,El) and X 2 = (L2,Lg,L2,C2,t.2,E2) be arbitrary timed automata. 

Then for alIi E L 1,s E £.],19,X E V,7t,t,T E ll,U ELI \ L,], 
a 

(I,i1,t)II,(s,X,It) --t" (1',l?',t')II,(s,X,l1) iff 
" P H8,;, nY;, (t t 11) ». (X l/ (t, 1'1) IIX" (1l, X)) --tt' fJ H8l:, nY:;, (t' tit) ». (Xlt' (1',1'1') IIX" (11, X)) 

Proof. \Ve will again provide only a proof for the implication in one direction. The proof for 
the other direction follows the same principle. \Ve will work module timed bisimulation. Assume 

a " 
(I,B,t)ll,(s,X,ll) --tt.' (1',Ii',t')II.,(s,x,u). Since u E ~, \ ~2, t.his can only be due t.o (I,1'!,t) --tt' 

a 
([') {)I, e) and Uti (s, X, 11) and 'lJ., ::; t'. Based on Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, this is equivalent to Xli (t, .()) ---+1.' 

X ll l(t l,79' ) and Utl(X2s (u,X)) and u ::; t'. Since we now have OIle process that is able to execute an 
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action at time t l and another process that is able to idle until time t' , we have XII (t, 0) IIX 2 s (11.) X) ~tl 
X u,(t',17')II(t'».X,,cu,X)) andu, <: 1', Based on this and the fact that '/l <: t', we also h,we 

" (t t u)>>.(Xll(t,a)IIX,,(u,X)) --+1.' (t' t u,)>>.(Xu' (t', 17')II(t'».X2 ,,(u,X))) and 1J <: t', According 
to Lemma 4,1 the latter process term is bisimilar to the process term (t' t u)>>.(X Il' (t', B') IIX,,(u, X)), 

a 
Since (J E El \ E2 , we also 
u)>>. (XII' (1',19') IIX", (n, X)) 

have PROr;,n'2;,(t t u)>>.(Xu (t,17)IIX,,(u,X)) --+" PRD",m;,(t' t 
o 

Again, the execution of actions is only part of the dynamic behaviour of a system. In some sense, 
the process term corresponding to the synchronisation of two locations should exhibit the same idling 
behaviour, This is expressed by Lemma 5.5. 

Lelnrna 5.5 (Coupled Idle Behaviour). 
Let Xl = (Ll,L?,:EI,Cl)/'llEI) and X 2 = (L2,L~,:E2,C2,1-2,E2) be arbitrary timed automata. 

'Then for all l E £1,8 E L2 ,{),x E V,u,t,t' E 1[', 

U" (I, 19, t)II,(s, X, '11,)) iff 
U" (pRDE,nE, (t t u)>>.(Xu(t, B) IIX" (u, X))) 

Proof. Assume U,,((I, B, t)II,(8, x, u)). This can only be because both U,,(I, 19, t) and U,.' ('" x, u), 
According to Lemma 5.2, we then also have U,,(Xu(t,B)) and U,,(X,,(u,X)) and by definition, we 
then also have U

" 
(Xu (t, 19)p:" (v, X)) and thus U"(PRUE,nE, (t t u)>>. (Xu (t, ,a) IIX,,(u, X))), 

Assume U"(PROr;,n'L,(t t v)>>.(Xu(t, 17)IIX,,(u, xl))· This is due to U,,(Xll(t, 19)IIX",(tt, X)), 
which in tUIll must be due to U,,(Xll (t,17)) and U,,(X2 ,(u,X)). By Lemma 5,2, we then also have 
both U,,(I, 19, t) and U,,(s, X,'u) and hence the desired U,,((I, 19, t)II,(8, X, u)). 0 

Theorem 5.2 (Soundness of sYllchronisation). 
Let Xl = (L1,L?,L: I ,C1,/'I,El ), X 2 = (L2,L~,E2,C2,1-2)B2) and X:1 

timed automata, then the following equation holds: 

Proof. If H: X , II,X, +7 IX", then R' : [X111,X2 ] +7 ,[X3], where 

H' {(PRU",m;, ((t t 11)>>. (XIJ(t, 17)IIX,,(u, x))), X 3q (v, ()) 
1((l,1?,t), (s,X,lt))H(q, (,v) 1\19,X,( E "if I\t,'tl,V E 1['1\1 E Lll\., E L,I\'1 E L3} 

If R: [Xtll,X2 ] +7 ,[X,I, then R': X111,X, +7 IX3, where 

H' {(((I, 19, t), (0', X, 11»), ('1, (, v» 
IPHU,:;,nE,((t t u)>>.(Xl,(t, 17)IIX,,(u, xl))RX"q(v, () 1\ 19,X, ( E "if 1\ t, 11, U E 1['1\ 
I E Ll 1\ " E L, 1\ '1 E L:J} 

o o 

Both Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 express that timed automata can be translated to process algebra whilst 
still retaining the original semantical view of a. process. This means that we can reason about timed 
automata using equational theories. 

Note that an inverse translation only exists for a subset of process terms. For installce~ the process 
term Lt:'f n<t· b'2t . 6<0 cannot be translated to a timed automatoIl, This is dlle to the limitations 
that are posed OIl the dock constraint~. 
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5.2 Interpretations of Hybrid Automata 

The focus of this section will be on hybrid automata. There is a great deal of overlap between timed 
automat.a and hybrid automata. Hence, ally process algebraic term serving as the interpretation of a 
ltyhricl automaton will have many characteristics of a timed automatoll. IVlost proofs in this section 
a.re adaptations of the proofs given in the previous section. 

First, a number of (intuitive) abbreviations are introduced1 supporting readability. 

Definition 5.4 (Abbreviations). 
Let X (M,MO,"£,V",B,I,E) be a hybrid automaton. Then, the set Em C E is defined as 

follows: 

(T,rp,p I I ' 
Em = {m. ----+ m.ler E "£; /I m EM /I <p E <!>(V) /I P E Ll.(V u V')} 

For all edges e E Em) we will use the following abbreviations: 

abbr. 
11'2 (e) er, 

abbr. 
11'3 (e) <Pc 

abbl'. 
11'4 (e) Pc 

abbr. 
11'5 (e) 1ne 

The interpretation of hybrid automata is provided in Def'. 5.5. 

Definition 5.5 (Pmcess Algebraic IIlterpretations of a ~ybrid AutomatoIl). 
Let X = (M,M","£,V,I,B,I,E) be a hybrid automaton. Then [X]: P is the process algebraic 

illt(~rpretat.ion of' Xl \vhcre 

X,,, ).t : 1UO , V.t». L"'T,fD~_, If F I.(m) /I f(O) = .1) /I (j u j)lwf F O(rn)J ::-+ 

L"Em,O',V (cr,·Xm«",O')~f(l1-t) F<P, /If(ll-t)UO' FiC,!>O )'u 

To provide a better intuition on the process algebraic int.erpretation, we will again employ a small 
and instructive example. 

ExaIllple 5.2. Let X be the hybrid automaton depicted in Fig. 7. The automaton models a 
thermostat that measures a room's temperat.ure, swit.ching on and off a heater if necessary. 

C 
on x' =:z; w 

X = 20 
X= -;]; 

> 18 
off x' =x .r-

Figure 7: A s£mplc thermostat 

The automaton is straightforwardly translated t.o the process algebraic term [X]: 

[X] 
Xc 

).;w 

Xc(O, 20) 
).t : 1r.).x : lit i». L"'T.fV~_, 
[(II"E[O."_ljf(v) :> 18) /I flO) = :,; /I (lI"Ew,hu) = - f(v))J ::-+on'1I' XW(ll, f(u - i)) 
At : 1r.A;r. : II!.. t». L'T I'V' n. '.' ,,_1 

[(II"E[o.,,-tjf(v) -<: 21) /I f(O) = 1,/1 (lI"EW,i(v) = 3f(u))J :-+ofh,· Xc(ll, f(u - t)) 
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Using the process alg;ebraic equational theory would allow for a further reduction of the complexity 
of the above proceSR algebraic term. 

In the process algebraic intervretatioll: the behaviours of a control mode of a hybrid automaton are 
captured by a "dedicated" process tenn. Hence, the behaviour of the process term and the control 
mode should be strongly coupled. This relation is expressed in Lemma 5.6. 

Lemma 5.6 (Coupled Behaviour). 
Let X = (M, MD~, V, I" B,I, E) be an arbitrary hybrid automatoll. Then, for allm E M ,11 E V, 

t E 11': 
" " (m,lJ,t) ----tt' (u(lJ',t') iff X ,H (t,lJ) --+tl Xml(t',lJ') 

(J" ff,<p,p 

Proof. Assume (nt, {), t) ----tt' (rn', {)'; t'). Hence; there must exist a control switch e' = 'm ---+ 'm': 
such that there exists a witness 9 E V~_" for which the conditions g(O) = iJ and 9 F I,(m) and 
(gU g)lwg F B(m) and g(t' - t) F 'P and 9(t' - t) uiJ' F p are true. This means there exists a valuation 

" v, such that v(c) = e' and 1'(11) = t' and v(f) = 9 and v(iJ') = fJ'. Hence, X",(t, 19) -->" X""(t', iJ'). 
(J" ",'P,P 

Assume Xm (t, '/J) ----t(., Xml (t', lJ'). Hence, there must exist a valuation /J, such that u(e) = m ----+ 
m' and 1'(11) = t', andl/(J) F I,(m) and (v(J)v(j))lwv(f) F B(m) and v(J)(t' - t) F'P and v(J)(t'-

" t) U vCD') F p and l/(iJ') = 11'. But. then also (rn,iJ,t) -->" (rn',iJ', t'). D 

The behaviour of a control mode is not only dictated by the visible actions it prescribes, however, it 
is also determined by the ultimate idling time it can portray. The "idling behaviollr" of the control 
mode and its dedicated process term is also strongly coupled with the "idling behaviour" of the control 
mode itself. Their relation is formalised in Lemma 5.7. 

Lemma 5.7 (Coupled Idling Time). 
Let X = (M, M O

, ~, v", B, I, E) be an arbitrary hybrid automaton. Then, for all m E !VI, iJ E V, 
t E 11': 

U,,(m,iJ,t) iffU"(X,,,(t,iJ)). 

Proof. Assume Uti (711" '/J .. t). By Lemma 3.6, we only have to consider the case in which t ::; t'. Hence, 
there must exist a witness 9 E 'OX_I' such that g(O) = 19 and g F L(m) and (g U g)lw.'J F B(m). But 
this is a sufficient condition for the existence of a valuation /J , such that I/(f) = g and l/(u) = f'. 

Hence, we also have U,' (X",(t, iJ)). 
Assume U,.'(X",(t, 11)). Hence, there must be a valuation 1/, such that I/(n) = t' and I/(J)(O) = 11 

and v(J) F 1.(177.) and (1I(f) U IJ(j))lw"U) F B(m). This is a sufficient condition to deduce U,.(177., 11, t). 
D 

Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 show that there exists a strong relation between a control mode and specific process 
terms of the process algebraic interpretations of a hybrid automaton. This relation is formalised by 
Theorem 5.3. This theorem actually formalises the soundness of the process algebraic interpretation. 

Theorem 5.3 (Soundness). 
Let Xl = (J\;I1 ,M?,I;l,V1 ,l.l,(h,Ll,E1 ) and X 2 = (lv12 ,]vff,:E:2,V2 ,1'2, (h,L2 , B 2 ) he two arbitrary 

hybrid automata. The relation between hybrid automata and their process algebraic interpretation is 
governed by the following equation: 
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Proof. If R: xf ++ ,.X!, then also R' : [X,] ++ ,[X,], where 

If R: [X,] ++ ,[X,], then also R' : xl ++ ,xI, where 

In both cases, the fact that R' is a bisimulation follows immediatel.y from Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7. 0 

The parallel composition of two hybrid automata is defined similar to the parallel composition of 
timed automata. In fact, this is expressed by the exact same process algebraic interpretations of 
Rynchronisatioll of hybrid automata and synchronisation of timed automata. This is illustrated by 
DeL 5.G. 

Definition 5.6 (Process Algebra.ic Interpretation of SYIlcilronising Hyvrid Automata). 
Let .XI = (1I11,lIJP,El,Vl)i,1;81,IJ,El) and X'2 = (1I12 ,1I1iI,E2 ,V2 )('2;fJ'2,L2,E2 ) be hybrid au

tomata. Assume the existence of a set of all valuations for the variables in VI U V2) denoted by V. Let 
[X1 11.,X,] : P be the process algebraic interpretation of X11I,X" defined by: 

Here l cOllllIlunicatioIl is defined by the hinary function {l givcn by ,(a, (7
1

) = Cf if a = a l and b 
otherwise. Here, Cf ~ El U E2. Renaming is dcfined by the function R . 1:1 n 1:2 --+ (L\ n E:z) as 
R(u) = " for each u E ~l n ~2. 

\Vithout proof, we state that the results of the previous section (i.e. Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5) also 
hold for hybrid automata. A combination of these lemmas and Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, immediately lead 
to the proof of Theorem 5.4. 

Theorenl 5.4 (Soundness of syncilronisation). 
Let Xl = (1I11,Mf,EI1Vl,I'1,811Il,E1)1 X 2 = (lvI211Vlf,.E2,V2,1".2,fhlI2,E2) and 

X3 = (1113, NI.f, E31 V3, "3, 8:31 I3; E3 ) be hybrid automata, then the following equation holds: 

Proof. If R: Xdl,X, ++ ,X", then R' : [Xdl.,X,] ++ ,[X,], where 

R' { (p Rih, nE, (( t t 1/.) ». (Xu (t, 19)IIX 2,.( 1/., X))), X 3'1 (v, ()) 
1((l,19,t), (s,X,u))R(q,(,1I) 1119,X,( E V IIt,u,v E ']]'11 [ E L1 lis E L,lIq E L,,} 

If R: IX111,X,] ++ ,IX,,], then R' : X111,X, ++ I.X3 , where 

J?I {«((ll131 t), (8; Xl "11», (q, (, v») 
IflRih,m:, ((t tit)>>. (XI/(t, 17)IIX,,(u, X) ))RX,'l(v, () II 17, X, ( E V II t, 'fl, 11 E ']]'11 
[ E L 1 II s E L, II IJ E L,} 
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6 Closing Remarks 

The work discussed in this paper is not, llllprecedcllted. In [9], a translation of timed automata 
to process terms in the process algebra ACP with prefix integration is mentioned. However, timed 
automata as discussed in [9] arc based upon [3]. As such, the Hotion of invariants in a timed automaton 
has not been taken into account. 

In [8]' a different approach is taken. There, timed automata serve as the underlying model for 
the axiom system. This contrasts \vith our approach, in which we relate a timed automatoll and its 
process algebraic interpretation based on the underlying model of the timed automaton. 

To our knowledge, no attempt has yet been made to provide a process algebraic basis for hybrid 
automata, or a class of hybrid automata. The process algebraic interpretation provided in this paper 
could lead to a dedicated axiom system which takes hybrid automata as its underlying model, much 
likc has becn done in [8]. 

Translations of h.ybdd automata to process algebra are interesting siJlce they provide an algebraic 
perspective on the theory of hybrid automata. 1vloreover, the translation discusserl in this paper 
provides a basis to extend the process algebra fl.CRL; to a hybrid process algebra, capable of mod
elling and analysing hybrid systems. Such hybrid process algebras are important, as they allmv for a 
fundamental investigation of the interplay between continuous variables and discrete events. 

In this respect, the difference at the semantical level between hybrid automata and p,CRL~ requires 
more attention. It is not yet clear whether the time-reflexive-transitive closure property (also some
times referred to as tim,e additivity or stutter closure), present in MCRL; but in general absent in 
hybrid automata, is too restrictive when dealing with hybrid systems. Absence of this property leads 
to smaller equivalence classes that are induced by the timed variants of strong bisimulatioll. As we 
have seen, this results in the differentiat.ing hetween systems that exhibit the exact same behaviour 
when focusing on the tiIIle at which actions can occur. On the other hand, the time-reflexive-transitive 
closure property is an accepted property of systems, suggesting that the property should also hold t()I' 
(acceptable) hybrid automata. 

The translation of timed automata to process algebra discussed in this paper might also provide 
some insight in the way the renowned techniques for performing automated analysis of timed systems 
can be applied to process algebras. Techniques that provide some heuristics for algebraic verifications 
of timed systems would be welcomed in the field of timed process algebras. 
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A Overview of J.lCRL~ 

In t,his appendix \vc give an overview of all axioms of peRL; and peRL;. 

t = t' for every t = t' E E 

t = t' 

t[elv] = t'[elv] 
for every v E Vs and e E T.s 

F(t,,·· . , tn) = F(t'" ... , t;,) 
for every F : 81 x ... X Sn -----t ..,' E E 

t = t' 

2.:v t = 2.:v t' 

t = t 
t = t' 

t' = t 
tl = t'2 t2 = t3 

t, = t3 

Table 17: Generalised equa.tiona.llogic for· pCRL;. E represents the set of axioms of pCRL; and 1: is 
the signature of the thcO'f"Y peRL;. 
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Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
AG-
A7 

Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
CG 
CG 
C7 

SCA 

ATI 
AT2 

ATAI 
ATA2 
ATA3 
ATA4 
ATA5 

ATBl 
ATB2 
ATB3 
ATB4 
ATTI5 
ATTIG 

WI 

ID2 

ID3 

:/;+y .'I +"' SUMI L ,I: 
" 

:D 

,I: + (.'I+z) (:D + y) + z SUM3 Lu P Lv l' + l' 
:c +:.r; x SUM4 L" (p+q) Lv P+Lv 
(:£+y).z X· Z +:IJ' Z SUM5 (L" 1'). 'D Lv (1'. a;) 
('D· .'I) . z X· (y . z) • • 

SUl'v112' (Lv l))ob~J Lvpo b~ J 
0.+0 a. 
J. 'D 0 PE poeq(v,w)"j 1'[v/wJ oeq(v,w)~ j 

X<Jtt>y 

x 0 f ~ Y 

;£<Jbr>y 

(",ob,~y)~b2~Y 
• . 

:r, <J bl [> 0 +x <J b'2l> 0 
(;);ob~y)·z 

(,I: + y) 0 b ~ z 
• • (:1: 0 b~ 0) . (y 0 b~ 0) 

:r, 

act· x 

a/tell 

(:1: + y)'t 
(:D .1/)" 
(Lv p),t 
('l:ob~1/)" 

t » (Lell 

t»(x+y) 
t»(x·y) 
I» LvI' 
t» (xob~y) 

• 
t »15 

• ;D+ 0 
• o .,r, . 
J,t 

:c 
y . . 
X <J br> 6" +y <I .l)[> 6 
:c 0 (b, /\ &,) ~ 1/ 

X" (b1 V b2)~ j 
:t;,z<lbr>y·z 

X<Jut>z+Jj<Jbl>z 
• 

;);·1/0&"15 

Lf :D't 
(L'f. (t » 7;) 

(a't " 11. <: t~J,t)ot <:1L~O'lI. 
:r,<t + yet 
;,;,t . y 

(L" p't) 
.7;'t <J b [> yet 

(LeU <J t ::; UI> oct 
t»,I:+'»1/ 
(t»X)·1/ 
Lv t » p 
(t» X) ob~ (t» y) 
• 
15 

:r: 
• 
J 
• 
<I 

q 

Table 18: A:Eioms of peRL;: x, 1/, z E Fp, process-closed p, q E T p , If EAT" t, 11 EFT, b, b1 , b2 E VB 
and v, 11) E V. 
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CMl xlly = xlLlI + JllLl: + :I:IY 
CM2 a'tlL :J: = (a't « ;c) . x 
CM3 (L't·xlLv = (L'!« 11) . (t» 1:1111) 
CM4 (:c+y)lLz = xlLz+ylLz 
CMS a· xja l = (ala') .,: 
CMG ala'· :1; (ala') . x 
CM7 a· :I:la'· y = (ala') . (xlly) 
CMS (x + y)lz = xlz + 1I1z 
CM9 1:I(y+z) = xlz + xlz 

HS xl(Y<1boz) = (xly) <1bo (xlz) 
HS' (;c <1 bOll)lz = (xlz) <1 b(ylz) 
HIS (:C<1boy)lL z ) = (1: IL z) <1bo (YlLz) 

{ l'(a, a') <1 eq(d, e) 05 
CF a(d)la'(e) = if l'(a, a') defined 

5 otherwise 

CDl 510." = 5 
CD2 a"15 = 5 

• • 
CD3 6 la J 

al j • 
CD4 = 0 

ATA7 (1:ly)'t = x'tly 
ATAS (:I:ly)'t xlY't 

SUM6 (I:v1') IL x = I:" (1' IL 1:) 
SUM7 (I:"p)lx = I:,,(1'lx) 
SUMT xl(I:v p) = I:" (xl1') 

Table 19: A.y,ioms fa.,· pa.rallelism of JlCRL~, where x,y,z E Vp ) process-closed p E Tp,a,a' E 
ATJ-,a" E ATo,a,a' E Acf"b E viB,t E Fr,v E V and d E Vs 
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DD OH(S) S 
• • DID OH(S) 6 

Dl oH(a(d)) a(d) if a rt H 
D2 oH(a(d)) Ii (d) if a E H 
D3 OH(X + y) = OH (x) + OH (Y) 
D4 OH(X·Y) OH(X) ·OH(Y) 
D5 oH(x<Jbt>y) = OH(X) <J b t> Oll(Y) 
D6 OH(~vp) ~v OH(p) 
D7 OH(X't) OH(X)'t 

RD PReS) S 
• • RID PReS) 6 

Rl PR(a(d)) = R(a)(d) if a E dorn(R) 
R2 PR(a(d)) a(d) if a rt dorn(R) 
R3 PR(X + y) PR(X) + pry) 
R4 PR(X· y) = PR(X) . PR(V) 
R5 PR(X <J b t> y) pdx) <J b t> PRey) 
R6 PR(Lp) ~v PRep) 
R7 PR(X't) PR(X)'t 

ATCl x « a't ~ X'U <J 11. < t t> :E't " -ATC2 x«(y+z) x«y+x«z 
ATC3 x«y·z x«y 
ATC4 x« ~vP = ~"x «p 
ATC5 x« (y<Jbt>z) (:c «11) <J b t> (:c « z) 

ATC6 • • x «6 " 
Tahle 20: Ti'me related axioms of Il,CRL~, whc'f'e :J;, y, Z E VPJ process-closed P E T p , a E Act, a E 
AT6,b E Ha, t,'U E Fr,v E 11 and H ~ Act,R ~ Act x Act and d E Vs 
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